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kmºØnI hnI-k-\hpw Pehn`h amt\-Pvsa‚pw

k®n-Zm-\µ apJ¿Pn
ì

2002˛03 apX¬ 7.28 iX-am\w F∂ Db¿∂ icm-icn hm¿jnI kmº-

ØnI hf¿® C¥y \ne\n¿Øn t]mcp-∂p.  kvYnc aqe-[-\-Øns‚ (a-\p-jy-

P\y aqe-[-\-Øn-s‚) am{X-a√ {]IrXn hn`-h-ß-fp-sSbpw D]-t`m-K-Øns‚

]n¥pW sIm≠p-Iq-Sn-bmWv Cu hf¿®.

km[\-ßƒ°pw tkh-\-ßƒ°pw ]pdsa DXv]m-Z-\-Øn-s‚bpw D]-t`m-K-

Øn-s‚bpw \S-]-Sn-{I-a-ßfpw {]Ir-Xn-bn-te°p (hm-bp, sh≈w, `qan) hen-s®-

dn-b-s∏-Sp∂ ]mgv hkvXp-°fpw aen-\o-I-cWw krjvSn-°p-∂p. P\-kw-Jym-̀ mcw

]cn-ÿn-Xn-bpsS BKn-c-W-tijn°p Xmßm-\m-hp-∂-Xn-\-∏p-d-am-Ip-tºmƒ AXv

]cnÿn-Xn-bpsS A[-:]-X-\-Øn\v CS-bm-°p-∂p.  hmbp-hn-s‚bpw sh≈-Øn-

s‚bpw aen-\o-I-c-Ww, aÆns‚ KpW-\n-e-hm-cØI¿®, Hcp DXv]m-Z-\-L-

SIsa∂ \ne-bn¬ ]cn-ÿnXn \¬Ip∂ hne-a-Xn-°m-\m-ImØ tkh\w (DZm:

aen-\o-I-cW BKnc-Ww) XpS-ßn-bh C∂sØ tZiob A°u≠vkv k{º-

Zm-b-Øn\v (System of National Accounts - SNA) Iogn¬ th≠ coXn-bn¬

IW-°m-°-s∏-Sp-∂-tX-bn-√.  X∑qew C¥y≥ kº-Zvhy-h-ÿ-bn≥ta-ep≈

AXns‚ bYm¿∞ ]mcn-ÿn-Xn-Im-LmXw a\- n-em-°pI {]bm-k-I-c-am-Wv.

as‰m-cp-X-c-Øn¬ ]d-™m¬ B`y-¥-tcm-Xv]m-Z-\-Øn¬ (GDP) Pew (B-Kn-

c-Whpw \ne-hm-c-Ø-I¿®-bpw) t]mse-bp≈ {]Ir-Xn-hn`hß-fpsS kw`m-h\

A°u≠p sNø-s∏-Sp-∂n-s√∂p Xs∂-b√ Zo¿L-Im-em-Sn-ÿm-\-Øn¬ Db¿∂

kmº-ØnI hf¿® t\Sm-\p≈ km[y-X-I-tfbpw kmº-Øn-I- hn-Im-k-tØbpw

(B-tcm-Ky- sN-e-hp-Iƒ ASn-t®¬∏n-®pw- a-‰pw) ]cnanX-s∏-Sp-Øp-∂p. s]mXp-P-

\m-tcmKy {]iv\-ßfpw  ]mcn-ÿn-XnI \ne-hm-c-Ø-I¿®  aqe-ap-≠m-Ip∂
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D]Poh\-am¿§-\jvShpw P\-kw-JybpsS \s√mcp hn`m-K-Øn\pw Irjn, arK-

kw-c-£Ww ^nj-dokv (ao≥]n-SnØhpw a‰pw  XpS-ßnb  {]mY-anI taJ-e-

Isf B{ibn®p Pohn-t°≠n hcp∂ C¥y-sb-t∏m-se-bp≈ hnI-kz-c-cm-jv{S-

ßƒ°v ISpØ Bi¶ Df-hm-°p-∂-Xm-Wv.  C¥y-bnse P\-kwJym-h-f¿®bpw

tNmZ-\- h¿≤-\bpw aqew {]IrXn hn -̀h-ß-fpsS Dd-hn-S-sa∂ \ne-bn¬ ]cn-

ÿn-Xn-bn≥ta-ep≈  B{in-XXzw IqSp-X¬ h¿≤n-°p-∂p. {]mZ-in-I-amb ]mcn-

ÿn-XnI {]iv\-ßƒ°-∏pdw 30 tImSn hcp∂ Xoc-tZ-i-hm-kn-I-fpsS Zpcn-X-

ßƒ h¿≤n-°m≥ Xm¬°m-en-Ihpw Zo¿L-Im-em-Sn-ÿm-\-Øn-ep-≈-Xp-amb Ime-

h¿j hyXn-bm-\-ßƒ, lna-sIm-Sp-ap-Sn-I-fpsS {`wiw F∂n-ßs\ ]eXpw Imc-

W-am-hp-Ibpw AXv kmaqly kmº-ØnI hnImk-Øn\v lm\n-I-c-am-bn-Øo-

cp-Ibpw sNøp-∂p.

Pe-kp-c£- am-{X-a√ kmº-Øn-I- h-f¿®-bp-sSbpw am\-h- hn-Im-kØn-

s‚bpw t\´sØ kzm[o-\n-°p-∂Xv hnhn[ taJ-e-I-fnse Pe-Øns‚ D]-t`m-

K-\n-e-hm-cw, Pe-]-cn-ÿn-Xn-bpsS Ahÿ F∂n-h-bm-Wv.   Pe-ta-J-e-bnse

kmt¶-Xn-Ihpw ÿm]-\-]-c-hp-amb tijn ImWn-°p-∂Xv Pe-\n-e-hmcw sa®-

s∏-Sp-Ø-W-sa-∂m-Wv.  AXm-bXv Pe ]≤-Xn-I-fn¬ \nt£-]n-°p-∂-Xn-eqsS

Pe D]-t`m-K-Øns‚ {]m]yX sa®-s∏-Sp-Ø¬, ÿm]\hXvIcWw, Imen-I-

amb \b-cq-]o-I-cWw Ch-bvs°√mw cmPy-Øns‚ kmº-ØnI hf¿®sb

t{]m’m-ln-∏n-°m≥ Ignbpw F∂m-Wv.  Cu ]T\w Nq≠n-°m-́ p∂ as‰mcp

Imcyw Pe-kw-_-‘-amb {]iv\-ßƒ ]cn-l-cn-°p-∂-Xn\v kmºØnI hf¿®

Hcp ap≥ D]m[n As√-∂m-Wv.  ]I-cw, am\-h- hn-I-k-\hpw ÿmbn-bmb

kmº-Øn-I-hn-I-k-\hpw t\Sn-sb-Sp-°m≥ cmPy-ßƒ Pe ASn-ÿm\ kuI-

cy-ß-fnepw ÿm]-\-h-XvIc-W-Øn-ep-ambn \nt£-]n-°-W-sa-∂m-Wv.  hni-I-

e-\-ßƒ ImWn-°p-∂Xv hc-≠Xpw NqtS-dn-b-Xp-amb DjvW-ta-Jem cmPy-ß-

fn¬ henb Pe-kw-̀ -c-Wn-Iƒ°v ]Ww apS-°p-∂Xv kmºØnI hf¿®sb

klm-bn®p F∂m-Wv.  AXn-ep-]cn t]mj-Im-lm-c-°p-dhpw inip-a-cW kw -̀

h-ßfpw Ipd-bv°m≥ CXv klm-bn-®-Xmbpw ImWp-∂p.

     temI kmº-ØnI t^mdw (World Economic Forum) AXns‚

2016 se BtKmf A]-I-S-km-≤yXm dnt∏m¿´n¬ (Global Risks Report

2016) ]d-bp∂ BLmX km≤y-X- IW-°n-se-Sp-Øm¬ G‰hpw henb

BtKmf A]-IS km≤yXm ]´n-I-bn-emWv  Pe {]Xn-k-‘nsb s]Sp-Øn-

bncn-°p∂Xv.  `uXn-Iw, kmº-Øn-Iw, ]cn-ÿn-Xn-]cw (P-e-Kp-W-ta≥a-bp-
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ambn _‘-s∏-Sp-Øn) F∂n-ßs\ \nc-h[n am\-ß-fmWv Pe-Zu¿e-̀ y-Øn-\p-

≈-Xv.  h¿≤n-®p-h-cp∂ P\-kwJym kΩ¿±w, h≥tXm-Xn-ep≈ \K-c-h-Xv°-c-

Ww, Db¿∂ kmº-ØnI CS-]m-Sp-Iƒ, amdp∂ D]-t`m‡r coXn-Iƒ, Pohn-X-

\n-e-hmcw sa®-s∏-Sp-Ø¬, Imem-hÿ hyXn-bm-\w, kwtbm-PnX Irjn-bpsS

hnIm-kw, IqSp-X¬ Pew Bh-iy-ap≈ C\w hnf-I-fn-te-°p≈ Irjn-co-Xn-I-

fpsS am‰w F∂nh Pe-Øns‚ Unam‚ v(-tNm-Z-\w) Db-cp-∂-Xn\v CS-bm-°p∂

{][m\ Imc-W-ß-fn¬s∏-Sp-∂p.  Ign™ GXm\pw ]Xn-‰m-≠p-I-fmbn \nc-

¥cw h¿≤n-®p-h-cp∂ ip≤-P-e-Øns‚ Bh-iy-I-Xbpw Imen-I-am-bp≈

AXns‚ e`y-Xbpw ]cn-tim-[n-®m¬ Pe-Zu¿e`yw hy‡-am-Ip-∂-Xm-Wv. Pe-

Zu¿e-̀ y-Øns‚ Dd-hnSw Xs∂ AXns‚ Imen-Ihpw `qan-im-kv{X-]-c-hpamb

e`y-Xbpw Bh-iy-I-Xbpw XΩn-ep≈ tN¿®-bn-√m-bva-bm-Wv.  Pe Zu¿e-̀ y-

Øns‚ BLm-XsØ kmaq-lyw, ]mcn-ÿn-Xn-Iw, kmº-ØnIw F∂o BLm-

X-ß-fmbn Af-°m≥ Ign-bp-∂-Xm-Wv.  Pe-e-`y-X-bpsS hm¿jnI IW-s°-

Sp∏v B h¿j-Øn-\p-≈nse e`y-Xm- hy-Xn-bm-\-ßƒ {]Xn-̂ -en-∏n-s°-s√-∂-Xn-

\m¬ Xs∂ Pe-Zu¿e-`y-Øns‚ kmaq-lyhpw kmº-Øn-I-hp-amb {]Xym-

LmXw Af-°p-∂-Xn\v A]-cym-]vX-am-Wv.  P\-ßƒ Xnßn-∏m¿°p∂ CS-ß-

fn--tem h≥tXm-Xn¬ Pe-tkN\w \S-Øp∂ CS-ß-fntem BWv ISpØ Pe-

Zu¿e`yw \ne-\n¬°p-∂-Xv.  C¥y-bnse KwKm-X-S-Øn¬ Pe-hn-\n-tbm-K-Øns‚

Bh-iy-I-Xbpw Pe- e-̀ y-Xbpw hn]-co-X-Zn-i-bn-em-Wv.  Pe-hn-\n-tbm-K-Øns‚

Bh-iy-IX AXns‚ Db¿∂ Ah-ÿ-bn-em-bn-cn-°p-tºmƒ Pe- e-̀ yX Atß-

b‰w  Xmgv∂n-cn°pw.  1996 apX¬ 2005 hsc-bp≈ ImesØ {]Xn-am-k- e-̀ yX

kw_-‘n® ASp-Ø-bnsS \S∂ Hcp IW-s°-Sp∏v {]Imcw BtKm-f-X-e-Øn¬

400 tImSn P\-ßƒ h¿j-Øn¬ Hcp amk-sa-¶nepw ISpØ Pe-£maw t\cn-

Sp-∂-h-cm-Wv.  CXns‚ \men-sem∂v (\q-dp-tImSn P\-ßƒ) C¥y-°m-cm-Wv.

AtX-k-abw temI-Ønse 50 tImSn P\-ßƒ h¿jw apgp-h≥ ISpØ Pe-

£maw t\cn-Sp-∂-h-cm-Wv.  Cu 50 tImSn-bn¬ 18 tImSn P\-ßƒ C¥y-bn¬

Pohn-°p∂-h-cmWv.  C¥y≥ kml-N-cy-ß-fnse Pe Zu¿e-̀ y-Øns‚ ImTn-\y-

sØ-bmWv CXv ASn-h-c-bn-Sp-∂-Xv.

       Pew h≥ tXmXn¬ D]-tbm-Kn-°p-∂h-sc∂ \ne-bn¬ Pe-Zu¿e`yw

Pe-tkNnX Irjn°pw BLm-X-ap-≠m-°p-∂p.  Zu¿e-̀ y-Øns‚ ImTn-\y-a-\p-

k-cn®v Irjn-°p-ta-ep≈ {]Xym-LmXw h¿≤n-°p-∂p.  hnf-sh-Sp-∏n-ep-≠m-Ip∂

Ipdthm ISpØ hcƒ®m kml-N-cy-ß-fn-ep-≠m-Ip∂ Irjn-\m-itam I¿j-
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Icp-sS- Poh-k‘m-c-W-sØ-bmWv {]Xn-Iq-e-ambn _m[n-°p-I.  Pe-Zu¿e`yw

aqe-ap-≠m-Ip∂ Poh-k-‘m-cW {]Xn-k‘n F√m I¿j-I¿°pw Hcp t]se

Bbn-cn-°n-√.  kmaq-ly-˛-km-º-ØnI kml-N-cy-ß-tfmSpw sh≈w h‰n-

t∏mtb°mhp∂ kml-N-cy-ß-tfm-Spw im¥-ambpw s]mcp-Ø-s∏´pw t]mIm-

\p≈ I¿j-I-cpsS tijnbpw kmº-ØnI £a-Xbpw A\p-k-cn-®m-bn-cn°pw

AXv.  Xcntim A¿≤ Xcntim Bb `qan-bn¬ Irjn sN-tø≠ hnfhp

kw_-‘n® sXc-s™-Sp-∏n\v Pe-Zu¿e-̀ y-hp-am-bp≈ s]mcp-Ø-s∏-S-en¬ Hcp

{][m\ ]¶v hln-°m\p-≠v. Irjn XpSßpw apºp Xs∂ Pe-e-̀ y-X, hcƒ®

ht∂-°m-\p≈ km≤yX F∂nh kw_-‘n® hnhcw I¿j-I¿°p \¬Ip-

∂Xv icn-bmb hnf sXc-s™-Sp-°m\pw Pe Zu¿e`y {]Xn-k-‘nsb t\cn-

Sm\pw I¿j-Isc {]m]vX-cm-°p-∂p. _lp-hn[ Poh-k-‘m-cW coXn-bmWv

kml-N-cy-ß-tfmSv CWßnt®cm-\p≈ G‰hpw \√ am¿§w.  Poh-k-‘m-c-W-

Øn-\mbn Irjnsb am{Xw B{i-bn-°mØ I¿j-I¿°v hcƒ®m kml-N-cy-

ß-fp-ambn s]mcp-Ø-s∏-Sm≥ Ign-bpw.  Im¿jnI taJ-e-bn¬ \n∂p≈ hcp-am-

\Ø-I¿® kº-Zvhy-h-ÿ-bpsS F√m taJ-e-I-fn-te°pw _m[n-°pw.  hcƒ®-

bpsS BLmXw ISp-Ø-Xm-sW-¶n¬ AXp-aq-e-ap-≠m-Ip∂ `£y hne-h¿≤\

]Ws∏-cp-∏Øn-te°pw \bn-°pw. Pe-Zu¿e`yw hcp-am-\-Ønse Ak-aXzw

h¿≤n-∏n-°p-Ibpw km[-\-ß-fp-sSbpw tkh-\-ß-fp-sSbpw tNmX\w Ipd-bp-

∂-Xn-te°v \bn-°p-Ibpw sNøpw.  Ime-{I-taW CXv s]mXp-amµyØn-te-

°mhpw \bn-°p-I.

    DXv]m-Z\ tkh\ taJ-e-I-fn¬ PeZu¿e`yw D≠m-°p∂ BLmXw

AXm-Xns‚ D]-t`mK Xo{h-X-°-\p-k-cn®v hyXym-k-s∏-´n-cn-°pw.  DXv]m-Z\

taJ-e-bn¬ PesØ IqSp-X-embn B{i-bn-°p∂ hyh-kmb {]{In-b-I-fmb

XpWn-sh-fp-∏n-°¬, Nmbw ap°¬, ]i∏pw IS-emkpw \n¿Ωn-°¬, XpIƒ

kwkvI-cWw, ]m\o-b-ßfpw `£y-kw-kvI-c-Whpw t]mse-bp-≈-hbv°v Pe-

Zu¿e`y-Øns‚ BLmXw ]c-am-h[n t\cn-tS≠nhcp-sa∂v IW-°m-°-s∏-Sp-

∂p.  tkh-\-ta-J-e-I-fn¬ Gsd {]Xym-LmXw t\cn-SpI BtcmKy tkh\

taJ-e-bnepw \n¿Ωm-W-˛-dn-b¬ FtÃ‰v taJ-e-bnepw Bbn-cn-°pw.  Z£n-

tW¥y-bnse XpWn hyh-km-b-Øn-\mbn (sh-fp-∏n-°epw Nmbw ap°-epw)

kao] {Kma-ß-fn¬ \n∂pw Sm¶-dp-I-fn-se-Øn-°p∂ sh≈w hmßp-I-bmWv

sNøp-∂-Xv. Irjnsb At]-£n®v hfsc Ipd®v sh≈w am{Xta hyh-km-b-

ßƒ D]-tbm-Kn-°p-∂p-≈psh-¶nepw hyh-km-bnI aen-\-Pew aÆn-tet°m

Ptem-]-cn-X-e-Øntet°m Hgp-°n-hn-Sp-∂Xv Pe-t{km-X- p-Isf a‰m-h-iy-ßƒ°v
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D]-tbm-Kn-°m≥ ]‰m-Xm-°p-∂p.  hyh-km-b- bq-Wn-‰p-Iƒ aen-\o-I-c-W-\n-b-{¥-

W-Øn-\mbn XpI am‰n hbv°m-Xn-cn-°p-∂Xv hgn DZv]m-Z-\- bq-Wn-‰n\v hyh-

km-b-a-en-\o-I-cW \nb-{¥-W-Øn-\p≈ \n¿±njvS \ne-hmcw ]pe¿Øm-\m-hmsX

hcp-Ibpw B sNehv ]q¿Æ-ambpw kaq-l-Øns‚ ta¬ Npa-Ø-s∏-Sp-Ibpw

sNøp-∂p.

  kpc-£n-X-amb IpSn-sh≈w e`y-am-t°-≠Xv a\p-jys‚ t£a-Øn\v

G‰hpw {][m-\-am-Wv.  2030 HmsS sa®-s∏´ Pe-hn-X-c-W-Ønepw P\m-tcmKy

kwc-£-WØnepw BtKmf {]m]yX ssIh-cn-°pI F∂Xv kpÿn-c-hn-I-

k\ e£y-ß-fn¬ (Sustainable Development Goals - SDGs) H∂m-Wv.

“Dd-∏mb e`y-Xbpw kpÿnc Pe-hn-̀ h amt\-Pvsa‚pw P\m-tcmKy kwc-£-

Whpw BWv AXv Imw£n-°p-∂Xv.  F∂m¬ hcpw Xe-ap-d-Iƒ°p th≠n-

bp≈ kpc-£nX IpSn-th≈ t{kmX-kp-I-fpsS ]mcn-ÿn-XnI kpk--Yn-cX C∂v

A]-I-S-Øn-em-Wv. hnhn-[-ß-fmb Pe-P-\y- tcm-K-ßƒ°v Imc-W-am-Im≥ Ign-

bp∂ Ah-ÿ-bn-te°v aen-\o-I-cn-°-s∏´ IpSn-sh≈w P\-ßsf FØn-°p-

∂p. Pe-P-\y- tcm-K-ßƒ aqe-ap-≠m-Ip∂ tcmKm-h-ÿbpw ac-Whpw hcp-Øp∂

IjvS-\-jvS-ßƒ hfsc Db¿∂-Xm-Wv.  aen-\-P-e-Øns‚ D]-t`mKw aqew kw -̀

hn-t®-°m-hp∂ BtcmKy A]-I-Sm-h-ÿ-Isf (tcm-Km-h-ÿbpw ac-W-hpw) Hgn-

hm-°m≥ k¿°mcpw Krl-ÿcpw hnhn-[-ß-fmb aen-\o-I-cW \ntcm-[\ {]{In-

b-I-fn¬  apX¬apS-°p-∂p.  Pe-ip-≤o-I-c-W-Øn¬ \nt£]w \S-Øp-I, Dd-

hn-S-ßƒ am‰pI, AXp-a-s√-¶n¬ Ip∏n-sh≈w hmßpI ˛Xp-S-ßn-b-h. Zcn-{Zcpw

{]m¥-h¬°-cn-°-s∏-́ -Xp-amb P\-hn-̀ m-ß-fp-amWv Gsd IjvS-s∏-tS-≠n- h-cn-

I.  aen-\o-I-c-W-Øns‚ BLm-X-Øn¬ \n∂pw ap‡-am-Im-\p≈ sNehv

hln-°m≥  Ah¿°v Ign-bn-√.  IpSn-sh≈ hnX-cWw Ah-cpsS ASp-tØbv°v

FØm-dn-√.  Pe-ip-≤o-I-c-W-Øn\v apX¬ap-S-t°-≠n- h-cpI F∂Xv Ah¿°v

Nn¥n-°m-hp-∂-Xn\pw A∏p-d-am-Wv.

   \Zn-I-fpsS Dd-hn-S-ß-fn¬ \n∂pw h≥tXm-Xn¬ Pe-aq‰p-∂Xpw hgn-Xn-

cn®p hnSp-∂Xpw Xmgv∂ hn`m-K-ß-fnse ip≤-Pe e`yX Xosc C√m-Xm-°p-

∂p.  h¿jw apgp-h≥ Pe-k-ar-≤-ß-fm-bn-cp∂ \Zn-I-fn¬ AXns‚ X\n-abpw

]mcn-ÿn-XnI Hgp°pw \ne-\n¿Øp-∂-Xn-\m-h-iy-amb ]pXp-sh≈w Ct∏mƒ

th\¬°m-e-ß-fn¬ e`n-°m-dn-√.  \Zn-I-fpsS Ft°m-kn-Ã-Øn-\p-≠m-Ip∂

GXp Xc-Øn-ep≈ A]-I-Shpw D]-cn-X-e- P-ehpw `qK¿ -̀P-ehpw XΩn-ep≈

]c-kv]-cm-in-X-XzsØ A]-I-Sm-h-ÿ-bn-em-°pw.  h≥tXm-Xn¬ Pew tNm¿Øp-
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     CS-s]-S¬, [\n-I¿ h¿≤n® tXmXn¬ Pe-tkN-\-Øn-\mbn `qK¿ -̀P-

esØ B{i-bn-°p-∂-Xv, A\n-b-{¥n-X-ambn h¿jw apgp-h≥ `qK¿ -̀Pew ]ºp

sNøp-∂Xv XpS-ßn-bh `qK¿`Pe-hn-Xm\w Xmgp-∂-Xn-te°v \bn-°pw.  D]-cn-

Xe PesØ B{i-bn-°p∂ Pe-tkN\ k{º-Zm-b-Øn-\m-bp≈ apS-°p-ap-

X¬ ]n≥h-en-°p-∂Xp t]mep≈ Zo¿L-ho-£-W-an-√m-sX-bp≈ Pe-am-t\-Pvsa‚ v

kao-]-\w, `qK¿`-P-e-sØ B{ibn®p≈ Pe-tkN-\-Øn\v kuP-\y -ssh-

ZypXn e`y-am-°p-Ibpw Pe-tkNnX Irjnsb- A[n-I-ambn t{]m’m-ln-∏n-°p-

Ibpw sNøpI F∂nh C∂sØ Pe-Zu¿e-̀ y-Øns‚ {]mY-anI Imc-W-ß-

fn¬ s]Sp-∂p. Pe-tkNnX Irjn kzoI-cn-®Xpw IqSp-X¬ sh≈w Bh-iy-

amb Irjn-co-Xn-I-fn-te°v amdn-bXpw aqe-ap-≠mb Pe-Zu¿e`yw Irjn-bpsS

tijnsb ]nt∂m-́ -Sn-°p-I-bm-Wp-≠m-b-Xv.

C¥y-bpsS \nch[n {]tZ-i-ßƒ ISpØ Pe-£m-a-tØmSp a√n-Sp-tºmƒ,

sh≈-Øns‚ hne-bn-S¬ (pricing) C∂sØ \ne-bn¬ XpS¿∂m¬ aXntbm

F∂Xv Kuc-h-amb kwK-Xn-bm-Wv.  C¥y-bnse Pe-hn-\n-tbmK Imcy-£-aX

Xosc Ipd-hm-sW∂p Xs∂-b√ \ΩpsS samØØnep-≈ Pe DXv]m-Z-\-£-

aX temI-i-cm-i-cn-tb-°mƒ F¥n\v em‰n-\-ta-cn-°, Ico-_n-b, klm-d≥

B{^n° F∂n-hn-S-ß-fnse hnI-kz-c- cm-Py-ß-fp-tS-Xn-s\-°mfpw hfsc Ipd-

hm-Wv.  sNe-hp-Iƒs°m∏w Pe-hn-\n-tbm-K-Øn\v kmº-Øn-I- h-c-hvIqSn IW-

°n-se-Sp-°m-Xn-cp-∂m¬ Pe-hn\n-tbmK Imcy£-a-Xsb t{]m’m-ln-∏n-°m≥

Ign-bmsX hcp-Ibpw C¥y-bnse Pe DXv]m-Z-\-£-aX Xmgv∂ \ne-hm-c-Øn¬

Xs∂ XpS-cp-Ibpw sNøpw.

  hcƒ®-sb-t∏mse sh≈-s∏m-°hpw Imcy-amb kmº-Øn-Im-Lm-X-

ßƒ°n-S- h-cpØpw. h≥tXmXn-ep≈ hnf, hkvXp \mi-ßƒ, I∂p-Im-en-I-fp-

sSbpw a\p-jy-cp-tSbpw Poh-\jvSw F∂n-hbv°p ]pdta ]e-hn[ Pe-P\y

tcmK-ßƒ°pw AXv CS-h-cp-Øpw.  C¥y≥ \Zo-X-S-ß-fn-ep-≠m-tb-°m-hp∂

sh≈-s∏m°w {]h-Nn-°m-\p≈ ]T-\-sam∂pw Xs∂ th≠ coXn-bn¬ \S-°p-

∂n-√.  F∂p-X-s∂-bp-a√ sh≈-s∏m-°-Øns‚ ^e-ambn Hmtcm kmº-Øn-I

∂-Xns‚ ^e-ambn ]e-̀ m-K-ß-fnepw `qK¿` Pe-\n-c∏v A]-I-Sm-h-ÿ-bn-

te°-v Xmgv∂p-sIm-≠n-cn-°p-I-bm-Wv. `qP-e-tkz-N\ kuI-cy-ßƒ hnI-kn-∏n-

°p-∂-Xn\v th≠{X \nt£]w C√m-Xn-cn-°p-I, I\m¬ hgn-bp≈ Pe-hn-XcW-

Ønse
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taJ-e-bv°p-ap≠m-Ip∂ BLm-XsØ kw_-‘n®pw ]T-\-ß-sfm∂pw \S-

°p-∂n-√. \ΩpsS Umap-I-fp-tSbpw dnk¿thm-b-dp-I-fp-tSbpw kw -̀c-W-tijn,

]cn-anXn, Imem-hÿm hyXn-bm-\w, h¿jImesØ ag-sh-≈-Øns‚ IpsØm-

gp°v Ch-sb√mw tN¿∂mWv sh≈-s∏m-°-ap-≠m-Ip∂Xv.  C¥y≥ \K-c-ß-

fn¬ sh≈-s∏m-°-ap-≠m-Ip-∂Xv Hcp ÿncw kw -̀h-ambn Xo¿∂n-́ p-≠v.  aen-\-

Pew ssIImcyw sNøm-\p≈ kwhn-[m-\-sam∂pw an° \K-c-ß-fn-ep-an-√. CXn-

s\-√m-ap-]cn \nehn-ep≈ aen-\-Pe Xo¿∏m-°¬ kwhn-[m-\-ßƒ \K-c-Øn-ep-

≠m-Ip∂ aen-\-P-e-tØ-bmsI ssIImcyw sNøm≥ (ti-J-cn-°¬, sIm≠p-

t]m-I¬, ip≤o-I-cn-°¬, Xo¿∏m-°¬) Ign-bmsX ho¿∏p-ap-́ p-I-bm-Wv. kzm`m-

hnI aen-\-Pe HmS-I-tfmSpw NXp-∏p-Iƒ, Ipf-ßƒ XpS-ßnb ]c-º-cm-KX ag-

sh≈ kw -̀c-Wn-I-tfm-Sp-ap≈ Ah-KW\ Cu {]iv\sØ IqSp-X¬ hj-fm-

°p-∂p. ag-sh≈w icn-bmbn ssIImcyw sNbvXm¬ ip≤-P-e-Øn-\p≈ aqey-

h-Ømb hn -̀h-am-W-Xv.  hnZqc ÿe-ß-fn¬ \n∂pw sIm≠p-h∂v hnX-cWw

sNøp∂ IpSn-sh-≈-Ønt∑ep≈ \K-c-ß-fpsS B{in-XXzw Ipd-bv°m≥ CXn\p

Ign-t™-°pw.  \ΩpsS \K-c-ß-fn¬ \n∂pw Pe-t{km-X-kp-Iƒ AXn-thKw

AI∂p s]mbvs°m-≠n-cn-°p-∂p.  ]e-bn-SØpw Pe-t{km-X-kp-Iƒ \K-c-Øn¬

\n∂pw hfsc Zqsc-bm-Wv.  lcn-bm-\-bnse ap\m°v I\m-en¬ \n∂p≈ Pe-

hn-XcWw CubnsS XS- -s∏-´Xpw U¬ln-bnse ISpØ Pe-Zu¿e-`yhpw

ImWn-°p-∂Xv F{]-Im-c-amWv \K-c-ßƒ ssZ\w-Zn-\m-h-iy-ßƒ \n¿∆-ln-°p-

∂-Xn\v hnZqc ÿm\-ßsf B{i-bn-t°-≠n- h-cp-∂Xv F∂m-Wv.

  kpÿn-c-amb Pe-e-`yX t\Sp-∂-Xn\pw \ne-\n¿Øp-∂-Xn-\p-ap≈

Bflm¿∞-amb {ia-ß-fpsS `mK-ambn {i≤n-t°-≠Xv \ne-hn-ep≈ sh√p-hn-

fn-Isf am{X-a√ ̀ mhn-bnse Bi-¶-I-sf-°q-Sn-bm-Wv.  hnhn[ hn`m-K-ßƒ°p≈

Pe-Øns‚ ]¶phbv]v, \K-c-ß-fn-te°pw hyh-km-b-ßƒ°p-ambn sh≈w Xncn-

®p-hn-Sp-∂-Xp-ambn _‘-s∏´ A`n-{]m-b-hy-Xym-k-ßƒ (hn-Zq-c Dd-hn-S-ß-fn¬

\n∂pw), ASn-ÿm\ ]mcn-ÿn-XnI tkh-\-ßƒ sa®-s∏-Sp-Øp-∂-Xn-\mbn \Zn-

I-fpsS ]mcn-ÿn-XnI Hgp°v  ]p\-:ÿm-]n-°¬, Pe-hn-`-h- kw-c-£-Whpw

]cn-]m-e-\-hpw, AXm-Xn-S-ß-fnse Pem-h-iy-ßƒ \nd-th-‰p-∂-Xn-\mbn \K-c-

ß-fn-tebpw {Kma-ß-fn-tebpw {]mtZ-in-I-amb IpSn-sh≈ t{kmX- pIƒ
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 kwc-£n-°¬, \K-c-h-Xv°-c-W-Øn\v B\p-]m-Xn-I-am-bp≈ Pe-a-en-\o-I-

cWw ]cn-l-cn-°¬, hnI-k-\- ]-≤-Xn-I-fpsS ]mcn-ÿn-Xn-Im-LmXw Ipd-®p-

sIm-≠p-h-c¬, ]cn-ÿn-Xn-bpsS taepw {]Ir-Xn-hn-̀ -h-ß-fpsS taepw D≈ Imem-

hÿm hyXn-bm-\-]-c-ambn D≠m-Ip∂ BLm-X-ßƒ ]cn-l-cn-°pI F∂nh

CØ-c-Øn¬ {]tXyI Du∂¬ sImSpt°≠ kwK-Xn-I-fm-Wv.

                                                        tbmP\

Pqsse 2016

SSSSS
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    sSIvssÃ¬ taJ-ebv°v ]pXnb ]mt°Pví

    Irjn Ign-™m¬ cmPyØv G‰hpw IpSp-X¬ sXmgn¬ krjvSn-°p∂

taJ-e-bmWv sSIvssÃ¬.  Ign™ GXm\pw h¿j-ß-fmbn Xf¿®sb A`n-

ap-Jo-I-cn-°p∂ B taJ-esb hf¿®-bpsS ]mX-bn-te°p \bn-°m-\p≈ ]cn-

{i-a-ß-fpsS `mK-amWv ]pXnb sSIvssÃ¬ ]mt°-Pv.í

  Dev]m-Z\ bqWn-‰p-Isf DW¿Øn IqSp-X¬ sXmgn¬km-[y-X-I-fp-≠m-

°p-∂-XmWv ]pXnb \bw.  hkv{X \n¿Ωm-W-ta-J-e-bnse sXmgn-em-fn-Iƒ°v

thX\ h¿[-\, sXmgn¬ am\-Z-WvU-ß-fn¬ Cfhv XpS-ßnbmWv {]Jym-]n-®n-

cn-°p-∂-Xv.  ASpØ aq∂p-h¿j-Øn-\p-≈n¬ 3000 tImSn tUmf-dns‚ Ib-‰p-a-

Xnbpw 74,000 tImSn-bpsS cq]-bpsS \nt£-]hpw t\Sm-\mWv k¿°m¿ e£y-

an-Sp-∂-Xv.  hkv{X-\n¿Ωm-W-ta-J-e-bn¬ tPmen sNøp∂ 70 iX-am\w kv{Xo

sXmgn-em-fn-Iƒ°v ]mt°Pv klm-b-I-c-am-Ipw.

           ]mt°-Pnse {][m\ \n¿t±-i-ßƒ

n     {]Xn-amkw ]Xn-\-øm-bncw cq]-bn¬ Ipd-hp-h-cp-am-\-ap-≈, ]pXp-Xmbn

tPmen-bn¬ {]th-in-°p∂ hkv{X-\n¿Ωm-W-sXm-gn-em-fn-bpsS ]n.-F-̂ v. \nt£-

]-Øn-te°v sXmgn-ep-Sa \¬tI≠ hnln-X-amb 12 iX-am\w XpI tI{µ-

k¿°m¿ \¬Ipw.  BZysØ aq∂p h¿j-tØ°v CXv _m[-Iw.í

n  ]Xn-\-øm-bncw cq]-bn¬ Ipdhv {]Xn-am-k-h-cp-am-\-ap≈ sXmgn-em-fn-

°víC.-]n.-F-̂ v. \n¿_-‘-am-°n-√.

n sXmgn-em-fn-I-fpsS A[nI {]hrØn kabw F´p aWn-°q-dn¬ IqS-cp-Xv.

n sXmgn-em-fn-Iƒ°v \n›nX Ime-b-fhv sXmgn¬ Dd-∏p-h-cp-Øpw.
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n  sXmgn-e-h-k-c-ßƒ h¿≤n-∏n-°m-\mbn hkv{X-\n¿Ωm-W-ta-J-ebv°v

\¬In hcp∂ k_vknUn 15 iX-am-\-Øn¬ \n∂v 25 iX-am-\-ambn h¿≤n-∏n-

°pw.

n Ib-‰p-aXn h¿≤n-∏n-°m≥ \nc-h[n B\p-Iq-ey-ßƒ

n  Ib-‰p-aXn°m¿°v BZm-b-\n-IpXnN -́Ønse 80 sP.-sP.-F.-F. hIp-∏n¬

Cf-hp-Iƒ.  Cu hIp∏v _m[-I-am-hp∂ {]hr-ØnZn-h-k-ßƒ 240˛¬ \n∂v 150

Znh-k-ambn Npcp-°pw.

F∂m¬ sN-dp-InS Dev]m-Z-I-scbpw ]c-º-cm-K-X-co-Xn-bn¬ Cu taJ-e-

bn¬ {]h¿Øn-°p-∂h¿°pw \bw A{X Bim-h-l-a-s√∂ Bi-¶-Ifpw

Db¿∂n-´p-≠v.

Dev]m-Z-\-sØbpw \ho-I-c-W-sØbpw Ib-‰p-a-Xn-sb-bp-sams° e£yw

h®v k_vkn-Un-Ifpw [\-k-lm-b-hp-sams° \n›-bn-°p-tºmƒ AXns‚ KpW-

t`m-‡m-°-fm-hm≥ Xßƒ°v {]bm-k-I-c-am-Ip-sa∂v sNdp-In-S-°m¿ ]d-bp-∂p.

s{]mU-£≥ C≥sk‚o-hv, sSIvt\m-fPn A]v{K-tU-j≥ C≥sk‚ohv

F∂n-hbpw Iym]n-‰¬ k_vkn-Un-bp-sam-s°-bmWv ]pXn-b-\-b-Øn¬ Dƒs∏-

Sp-Øn-bn-cn-°p-∂-Xv  h≥_m-[y-X-Isf XpS¿∂v sIWn-bn-em-bn-́ p≈ h≥InS

sSIvssÃ¬ an√p-Iƒ°v \bw Bizm-k-am-Ipw.

2015˛16 kmº-Øn-I-h¿jw 47.5 _ney¨ bp.-F-kv. tUmf-dns‚ sSIvssÃ¬

Ib-‰p-a-Xn-bmWv k¿°m¿ e£y-an-´n-cp-∂-Xv.  F∂m¬ 40 _ney¨ tUmf-

dns‚ Ib-‰p-aXn am{Xsa \S-Øm-\m-bn-́ p-≈qsh∂mWv ]pXnb dnt∏m¿´p-Iƒ.

sSIvssÃ¬ taJ-e-bnse amµyw cmPy-Øns‚ kº-ZvL-S-\-bn¬ Xs∂

{]Xn-̂ -en-°p∂ H∂-mWv.  Pn.-Un-]n-bpsS 4 iX-am-\-tØmfw Cu taJ-e-bmWv

kw`m-h\ sNøp-∂Xv.  am{X-a√ cmPysØ hyh-km-bnI Dev]m-Z-\-Øns‚ 14

iX-am-\hpw sSIvssÃ¬ taJ-e-bn¬ \n∂m-Wv.
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{KmaoW kº-Zvhy-h-ÿsb ]pjvSn-s∏-Sp-Øp-∂-Xn\v ]pXnb \bw D]-

I-cn-°p-sa∂ hmZw i‡-am-sW-¶nepw taJ-e-bn¬ ]c-º-cm-KX coXn-bn¬

Dev]m-Z\w \SØn D]Poh\w \S-Øp-∂-h¿°v \bw Xncn-®-Sn-bm-Ip-sa∂

kwi-bhpw _e-s∏-Sp-∂p≠v.

                                             _nkn-\kv \yqkv

                                                Pqsse 2016

SSSSS
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Economic Impact of Education Loan in Kerala

Remya V.L. and T. Rajesh

Education is a pre-condition to achieve sustainable growth. It is the process of

instruction aimed at the all round development of individuals, providing with necessary

tools to participate in day to day activities of the world.  It generates a wide range of

social benefits such as better health, less crime, lower unemployment and so on.  It

not only impacts the human development and economic growth, but also the fundamental

requirements of democracy.  All these emphasize the importance of education in the

present world.    The growing importance of education and knowledge in the social

process and economic development highlight the role of higher education as an engine

for economic growth. In the knowledge era, higher education has gained significant

acceptance all over the world. The output of higher education is inevitable one for

meeting the changing requirements of the society and equal access to  higher education

is predictable one for achieving the balanced development of the nation.

 In the early nineties, like other developing nations, India also faced financial

crisis. This will ultimately suffered the higher education in terms of allocations. The

reduction of allocation and raising access ratio in higher education paved the entry of

many private players in the field of higher education. This entry may lead to the

dominance of private sector in the field of professional courses like engineering,

medicine, nursing and management etc. They impose excessive tuition fees and

capitation fees for their offerings. The government and other authorities have no option

to say anything  to  these players because of several reasons. This will act as stumbling

block for ensuring equal access of professional courses to all the strata of the economy.

In this scenario  the education loan scheme comes in to focus in order to raise access

ratio in higher education.

 Student loan financing is not a new phenomenon in India.  Just after independence,

a scheme of student loans was started under which educational loans were advanced to
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Table- 1 
 

Monthly Family Income wise classification of respondents in respect of Satisfaction on 
document formalities 

Family Income/Satisfaction 
Level 

Less thanRs 
5000  
 

Rs 5000- 15000  
 

Rs 15000·25000  
 

More 
than 
Rs 
25000 

Total 

Highly satisfied     -  6.7   6.7 13.3 

M oderately satisfied     -       6.7 6.7   6.7  20.0 

No opinion     6.7       6.7 6.7     -       
20.0 

Dissatisfied    26.7        6.7   -     - 33.3 

Highly d issatisfied      6.7        6.7   -     -  13.3 

 Total    40.1       26.9 20.0   13.3 100.0 

Source: Survey Data All figures are in percentage. Chi-Square Values=38.33; p Value=.000 

 
Table- 2 

 
Monthly Family Income wise classification of respondents in respect of Satisfaction on 
document formalities 

Family Income/Satisfaction 
Level 

Less thanRs 
5000  
 

Rs 5000- 15000  
 

Rs 15000·25000  
 

More 
than 
Rs 
25000 

Total 

Highly satisfied      -         - 6.7   6.7   13.3 

M oderately satisfied      -       13.3 6.7   6.7   26.7 

No opinion      -         - 6.7   6.7   13.3 

Dissatisfied    13.3       6.7 6.7    -   26.7 

Highly d issatisfied    13.3       6.7  -    -   20.0 

Total    26.6      26.7 26.7  20.0  
100.0 

Source: Survey Data All figures are in percentage. Chi-Square Value 46.250; p Value=.000 

 
 

Table- 3 
 
Monthly Family Income wise classification of respondents in respect of Satisfaction on market 
compatibility of interest  

Family Income/Satisfaction 
Level 

Less thanRs 
5000  
 

Rs 5000- 15000  
 

Rs 15000·25000  
 

More 
than 
Rs 
25000 

Total 

Highly satisfied      -         - 6.7   -   6.7 

M oderately satisfied      -           - 6.7   6.7   13.3 

No opinion      -       13.3  -   6.7   20.0 

Dissatisfied    13.3       6.7 13.3   6.7   40.0 

Highly d issatisfied    13.3       6.7  -    -   20.0 

Total    26.7      26.7 26.7  20.0 100.0 

Source: Survey Data  
All figures are in percentage. Chi-Square Values=50.000.33; p Value=.000 
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displaced students from East and West Pakistan through the Social Welfare and

Rehabilitation Directorate, New Delhi.  Another such scheme was the interest-free

scheme of educational loans i.e. National Loan Scholarship Scheme introduced in

1963. This National Loan Scholarship Scheme was run through the state governments

Under this scheme, interest free loans were  provided to meritorious students for

pursuing post-matric education.  But this government sponsored National Loan

Scholarship Scheme proved to be a failure when assessed in terms of  recovery of

loan.  Moreover, the economic crisis facing Government of India in the early nineties

necessitated the winding up of this scheme. Hence, it was dropped in the beginning of

the nineties. At the same time, it was realized that a similar type of educational- loan

scheme was required to cushion the impact of rising user-charges of higher education

in India. Accordingly, a new scheme of education loans, namely, Education Loan

Scheme, was started. The Government of India introduces this scheme with the

intention of ensuring equal access of higher education to all strata of the economy.

The main tenet of the scheme was its economic viability. Economic viability can be

achieved only through the proper functioning of this scheme. Hence the proper

understanding of the effective working of this scheme is inevitable for finding the

deficiencies of this scheme from economic perspective.

 There are many beneficiaries of education loan scheme. The major among them

are engineering students, medical students, management students, nursing students

and students of other professional courses. Since this study gives emphasis to the

responses among the students of medical and engineering courses with special

reference to the Thiruvanathapuram district.

Objectives

The main intent of the study is to evaluate the economic impact of the education

loan scheme.

Data Base and Methodology

In pursuance of the above mentioned objective, the following methodology was

adopted for conducting the study. The present study is an analytical one based on

primary data.
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 Primary data

 Primary data required for the study have been collected from selected

beneficiaries (students of medical and engineering courses)

from the selected commercial banks from the district of Thiruvananthapuram.  An

interaction with officials of selected commercial banks also have been considered

for the study.

Variables Selected for the Study

 For evaluating the economic impact of education loan the following variables

areselected.

1) satisfaction on document formalities, 2) satisfaction on procedural formalities,

3) satisfaction on interest rate 4) satisfaction on repayment structure and repayment

period.

Data Analysis

It can be seen from theTable-1 that 6.7 per cent of the students belonging to the

monthly family income ranging between Rs 15000 - Rs 25000 are highly and

moderately satisfied with the document formalities associated with the education loan.

The same percentages of students falling the monthly family income of more than

Rs25000 are highly and moderately satisfied with document formalities for education

loan. The table results also shows that major chunk of students (26.7percent) belonging

to the monthly family income level of less than Rs.5000 are dissatisfied with the

document formalities associated with the education loan. This is an indication that the

monthly family income increases the satisfaction level of students also shows an

enhanced level in respect of document formalities for education loan. The p value

shows that the difference seen in the satisfaction level of students grouped under

different monthly family income is statistically significant and meaningful.

  Table-2 reveals that that the students who come under the monthly family income

ranges between Rs 15000 and above are highly and moderately satisfied with the

procedural formalities associated with the sanctioning of education loan. But the things

are very different in the case of students having lower family income. The table results

shows that major hunk of students falling under the lower monthly family income are

dissatisfied or highly dissatisfied with the legal formalities associated with the

sanctioning of education loan. This is an indication that when the monthly family
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Table- 4 
 

Monthly Family Income wise classification of respondents in respect of Satisfaction on 
repayment structure 

Family Income/Satisfaction 
Level 

Less thanRs 
5000  
 

Rs 5000- 15000  
 

Rs 15000·25000  
 

More 
than 
Rs 
25000 

Total 

Highly satisfied     -        - 6.7   - 6.7 

Moderately satisfied     -        6.7   13.3 20.0 

No opinion     -       13.3   -     -       
13.3 

Dissatisfied    13.3        13.3  13.3     6.7 46.7 

Highly dissatisfied     13.3         -   -     -  13.3 

 Total    26.6       26.6 26.7   20.0 100.0 

Source: Survey Data All figures are in percentage. Chi-Square Values=75.238; p Value=.000 

 
Table- 5 

 
Monthly Family Income wise classification of respondents in respect of Satisfaction on 
Repayment period  

Family Income/Satisfaction 
Level 

Less thanRs 
5000  
 

Rs 5000- 15000  
 

Rs 15000·25000  
 

More 
than 
Rs 
25000 

Total 

Highly satisfied      -         - 6.7   -   6.7 

Moderately satisfied      -           - 6.7   20.0   26.7 

No opinion      6.7         -  -    -    6.7 

Dissatisfied      6.7       20.0 13.3    -   40.0 

Highly dissatisfied    13.3       6.7  -    -   20.0 

Total    26.6      26.7 26.7  20.0 100.0 

Source: Survey Data All figures are in percentage. Chi-Square Values=78.750; p Value=.000 

 
 

Table- 6 
 
Monthly Family Income wise classification of respondents in respect of Financial 
empowerment through loan 

Family Income/Satisfaction 
Level 

Less thanRs 
5000  
 

Rs 5000- 15000  
 

Rs 15000·25000  
 

More 
than 
Rs 
25000 

Total 

Highly satisfied      -         - 6.7   6.7   13.3 

Moderately satisfied      -           - 6.7   6.7   13.3 

No opinion      6.7         -  -    -    - 

Dissatisfied      6.7       13.3  -   6.7   13.3 

Highly dissatisfied    13.3       13.3  13.3    -   40.0 

Total    26.7      26.7 26.7  20.0 100.0 

Source: primary Data  
All figures are in percentage. Chi-Square Values=78.750; p Value=.000 
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income of students increases the satisfaction level in this regard is also increased.

The p value results shows that the satisfaction level of students grouped under different

monthly family income are statistically significant.

 It is evident from the Table 3 that students belonging to lower family income

group are dissatisfied and highly dissatisfied with the market compatibility of the

interest rate. They feel that interest rate charged is not affordable and that is not capable

of creating satisfaction level among themselves. This is seen in the case of higher

income groups also. The table results shows that 6.7 per cent of students belonging to

monthly family income more than Rs.25000 and 13.3 per cent of students come under

the monthly family income ranges between Rs.15000-Rs.25000 are strongly exhibit

their dissatisfaction in respect of interest rate. The p value shows that the difference

in the satisfaction level between students grouped on their family monthly income in

respect of market compatibility of rate of interest is statistically significant.

      It can seen from Table 4 that the students belong to lower family income finds

difficulty to make the repayment of loan amount.  They are dissatisfied and highly

dissatisfied with the existing repayment schedule.  The table results shows that 6.7

percent of students each belonging to the monthly family income of Rs. 15000-

Rs.25000 are highly and moderately satisfied with the present repayment structure,

while13.3 percent of students falling under the same income shows their

dissatisfaction level regarding the repayment structure. The 6.7 per cent of students

belonging to higher incomegroups are not satisfied with the existing repayment system

followed by the lending institutions, The p value shows that the difference in the

satisfaction level between students grouped on their family monthly income in respect

of repayment structure is statistically significant.

          It can be seen from the Table 6 that the major group of students fall under

lower monthly income groups feel that the education loan is not capable of creating

satisfaction in respect of financial empowerment. The fifty percent of students fall

under high income groups opined that education loan is capable of creating financial

empowerment.  The remaining students in the same income group opined that education

loan did not play any role in creating financial loan among themselves. The p value

shows that the difference in the satisfaction level between students grouped on their

family monthly income in respect of repayment period is statistically significant.
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Findings      The study is mainly intent to identify and evaluate the economic

impact of educational loan.  The data collected was analysed through

appropriate statistical tools and it leads to the following findings.

1. Low income groups are not satisfied with the document formalities

prescribed by the bank for sanctioning of loan.

2. People who are in the low strata of income level are dissatisfied with the

procedural formalities stipulated by the bank in connection with education

loan

3. Respondents belonging to lower family income group are highly

dissatisfied with the market compatibility of the interest rate.

4. People belong to lower family income finds difficulty to make the

repayment  of loan amount.

5. Lower income groups are not satisfied with the existing repayment period

of education loan.

6. Majority of respondents fall under lower monthly income groups feel

that the education loan is not capable of creating satisfaction in respect of financial

empowerment.

Conclusion : The post modern economic era middle and low income groups

cannot afford the cost of education. Cost of education is increasing day by day and

now quality education has becoming a dream for lower sections of the people. Major

chunk of Kerala population are belonging to either middle or low-income strata and

their empowerment is possible only by providing quality education and thereby making

them as true resource to the Nation.  However, the existing loan policies are not

capable of attaining this golden objective. To be a true contributor to the national

economy, commercial banks should reduce their loan formalities and restructure the

loan repayment. In addition the interest rate should be lowered and to make it affordable

to all sections of the people. Through adopting these people friendly attitude and

approach in providing educational loan, the commercial bank can prove that they are

the economic balancer of the nation.

                                                                  SOUTHERN ECONOMIST, JULY, 2016.
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Mapping under scanner

Divya Trivedi

The proposed Geospatial Information Regulation Bill, which seeks to make

graphic depiction and sharing of geographic coordinates of India obtained

through aerial platforms a punishable offence, draws widespread criticism.

       The Geospatial Information Regulation Bill, 2016, which has  been

put up for discussion in the public domain by the Ministry of  Home Affairs,

may severely impact on the utilitarian values of information technology, which

mobile phone users have taken for granted. For instance, seemingly harmless

acts such as clicking the picture of a landscape from an airborne aircraft’s

window seat and posting it on Instagram or sharing it on WhatsApp, may

become punishable offence if prior permission is not obtained for the same.

        Geospatial information, according to the Bill, means “geospatial im-

agery or data acquired through space or aerial platforms such as satellite,

aircrafts, airships, balloons, unmanned aerial vehicles, including value addition;

or graphical or digital data depicting natural or man-made physical features,

phenomenon or boundaries of the earth or any information related thereto,

including surveys, charts, maps, terrestrial photos referenced to a co-ordinate

system and having attributes”. A person found to have stored such images on

a device or in print may face a fine of up to Rs.100 crore, or a seven-year

prison term, unless otherwise permitted. The punishment for taking a picture

is disproportionate to the “offence” when compared with, say, the punishment

for sexual harassment, which is up to three years of imprisonment. This Bill,if

enacted, will be retrospective in nature, which means that all those who have
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already committed the “act” of clicking or storing or printing such images

need to queue up before an authority to obtain a licence in order to avoid

criminal proceedings. It is not clear how the government proposes to monitor

each and every smart phone or device with an inbuilt GPS (Global Positioning

System). What is also not clear is the Central government’s larger agenda:

whether it wants to integrate technology  with the lives of people or restrict its

capabilities. It is not clear how the Digital India dream that Prime Minister

Narendra Modi keeps talking about is to be achieved if such a regressive

legislation is passed.

  At this stage, the proposed law also seems to be at odds with busi-

nesses using location-specific information, which have become a part of the

daily lives of many Indians. Mobile applications that need a GPS-from food

delivery platforms to cab services-rely heavily on geospatial data. Many

applications that allow online train/bus/flight ticket booking use location specific

data.

  What triggered the proposed legislation was the depiction of Jammu and

Kashmir as part of Pakistan and Arunachal Pradesh as part of China in some

social networking sites. With this in mind, the Bill aims to regulate acquisition,

dissemination, publication and distribution of geospatial information that is

likely to affect the security, sovereignty and integrity of India. The Mumbai

terror attack of November 26, 2008, is repeatedly recalled in defence of the

Bill. There is no gainsaying the importance of protecting sensitive information

to safeguard the country and its citizens against acts of terrorism. But, iron-

ically, the Bill penalises the citizen as it applies to citizens of India outside

India, persons in the service of the government, wherever they may be, and

persons on ships and aircraft, registered in India, wherever they may be.

Interestingly, the Bill does not include non-Indians in its ambit, who may misuse

spatial data to harm the nation’s security and sovereignty. They are free to

acquire, disseminate,publish or distribute information without any restriction

whatsoever.

      The Bill is also at odds with the National Geospatial Policy (NGP),

2016. “Taking into consideration the increasing growth of the use of Geospatial
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Data, Products, Services and Solutions (GDPSS)”, the comprehensive NGP

was promulgated in April “to empower people through geospatial technologies”.

The NGP says: “The wide availability of satellite data and digital forms of map

information through networks has rendered the erstwhile policies of restricting

map information to citizens obsolete in many countries. The mass markets for

spatial information has become a reality and this trend is likely to grow.” The

policy is applicable to geospatial data based products, solutions and services

offered by governments, private organisations, non-governmental organisations

and individuals. According to the policy, all geospatial data, products, solutions

and services will be categorised as restricted, unrestricted and open on the

basis of features and not on the basis of their geography.

It is pertinent to note that map making and distribution of maps in India

have always been regulated by the Survey of India, which had the sole right to

draw maps. The restrictions were never implemented stringently. According

to the NGP: “The National Map Policy, 2005, defines the scope, distribution

and access of digital Survey of India topographic maps to user groups without

jeopardising national security.”

Unlike the proposed legislation, the National Map Policy does not have a

blanket order but specifies that wrong borders and sensitive areas should not

be shown on maps. It does not place many restrictions on the use of open

series maps (as opposed to defence series maps) that otherwise conform to

the provisions of the National Map Policy, which can be used by anybody to

overlay spatial data on the map.

The Civil Aviation Requirement, 2012, according to the NGP, “details

procedures for issuance of flight clearances for agencies undertaking aerial

photography, geophysical sur veys, cloud seeding, etc’’. The Remote Sensing

Data Policy (2001 & 2011) defines “the distribution process of satellite images

to different categoryof users”. The National Data Sharing and Accessibility

Policy, 2012, provides “an enabling provision and platform for proactive and

open access to the data generated through public funds available with various

departments or organisations of the Government of India”.
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Legal experts fear that if the provisions regulating map making and sharing

are enforced, innovative map making technologies and location  based services

that drive people’s lives today will be badly affected.

SUBMISSIONS ON THE BILL

The government has received several submissions, including sharp

criticisms, on the draft Bill. The Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy has submitted

that the Bill placed serious obstructions in the path of independent environmental

research and informed and effective public participation in environmental

decision -making. Arguing that the right to access information and to participate

in environmental decision  making are integral components of the right to

environment upheld by the Supreme Court under Article 21 of the Constitution,

and also affirmed by the High Courts, the National Green Tribunal and the

Central Information Commission have demanded that the Bill be with drawn,

or at the very least, that the use of geospatial information for the purposes of

participation in environ mental decision-making be exempted from its provisions.

The digital and telecom resource centre, Medianama, has suggested that

the Bill be renamed the Sensitive Geospatial Information Regulation Bill and

that its scope be limited to the depiction of information deemed sensitive from

the perspective of national security. It said: “Given that the devices and services

would generate billions of location data points every second, it is impractical

and impossible for any security vetting agency to track this data.” It wanted a

clear definition of national security. “This Bill should not be applicable to

those who use geospatial information or have nothing to do with the depiction

of maps. It should be applicable only to mapping companies for their depiction

of mapping data, and for the data that they themselves [and not users] represent

on a map, as well as how map- v ping companies represent data ‘Within India.

As intermediaries, they can’t be responsible for data that users generate. As

explained above, us- ers cannot be held responsible for data they inadvertently

generate,” it said.

According to the Internet Democracy Project, the Bill will be disastrous

for businesses, communities and individuals. “A range of non-commercial
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applications of Geographic Information Systems will be hit. Humanitarian efforts

have been revolutionised in the aftermath of the availability of high-quality

satellite imagery. This has led to the mapping of areas after earthquakes and

floods hit areas such as Nepal and Chennai [Tamil Nadu], and enabled volunteers

to provide information about the condition of roads and the availability of

relief. These cases of use would not have been possible with the current Bill.

By covering practically any visual representation of information about

coordinates in its ambit, theBill will impede several academic uses of maps in

fields such as architecture,” it said.

          The Internet Democracy Project has pointed out that the Bill dispro-

portionately affected many marginalised sections-such as persons with

disabilities (PWDs) and forest- dwelling communities-for whom mapping has

been a crucial tool in recording and using information about their surroundings

and for demanding their rights. “Maps are an integral part of assistive devices,

and help PWDs commute and find their offices, homes, places of recreation,

etc. By regulating map use, the government is essentially pushing the situation

of PWDs back by 20 years, putting PWDs back at the mercy of strangers on

the street. [Similarly J rights over homestead land that have been occupied for

generations were  not recognised before the passage of the Scheduled Tribes

and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition ofForest Rights) Act in

2006 . The procedure provided in the hard- won Forest Rights Act [FRA],

which recognises claims to forest areas by communities who have resided

there for generations, relies on mapping asone of the core evidences. The

introduction of the Bill poses a big question on the claims process provided

for in the FRA, as acquisition of geospatial information by any person is illegal

under the proposed Bill. The broad definition of”geospatial information” draws

within its sweephand-drawn maps that include natural features and landmarks

refer- enced to a coordinate system: The definition also includes the acquisition

and use of GPS information. Both of these mapping techniques are widely

used in the process of filing individual and community forest rights claims.”
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Objections to the Bill came from an unusual quarter: Pakistan. A stake-

holder, Pakistan raised concerns with the United Nations Secretary- General

and the President of the U.N. Security Council over the depiction of Jammu

and Kashmir as part of Indian territory, which, according to it, is factually

incorrect and legally untenable. It called upon the U.N. to uphold the Security

Council resolutions and urged India to stop acts that violated international

laws. India hit back by saying that the Bill was an internal matter and that

Pakistan had no locus standi in the matter.

External Affairs Ministry spokes- person Vikas Swarup said: “The pro-

posed Bill is an entirely internal legislative matter of India, since the whole of

the State of Jammu and Kashmir is an integral part of India.Pakistan or any

other party has no locus standi in the matter. The government firmly rejects

Pakistan’s repeated and increasing attempts to impose on the international

community matters that India has always been open to address bilaterally with

Pakistan.”

                                                             FRONTLINE

22 July 2016

                                                        SSSSS

PAKISTAN’S OBJECTION
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       How to control freely

      available data

 R.RAMACHANDRAN

The draft Geospatial Information Regulation Bill dcfies logic at a time

when digital technology is ubiquitous and geospatial information, about

any part of the world is freely available to anyone with an Internet

connection.

guation Bill (GIRB), introduced in Parlament and released online to the public

on May 4 for comments, is perhaps one of the most anachronistic pieces of

legislation that  the government has come out with.

Article 3 of the Bill says:

“(1) Save as otherwise provided in this Act, rules or  regulations made thereunder,

or with the general or special  Permission of the Security Vetting Authority, no

person shall acquire geospatial imagery or data including value addition of any

part of India either through any space or aerial platforms such as satellite,
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aircrafts, airships, balloons, unmanned aerial vehicles or terrestrial vehicles, or

any other means whatsover.

      “(2) Every person who has already acquired any geospatial imagery or

data of any part of India including value addition prior to coming of this Act

into effect, shall within one year from  the commencement of this Act, make an

application along with requisite fees to the Security Vetting Authority for retaining

such geospatial information and grant of licence thereof.”

        Violations of these will attract heavy penalties, which can vary from Rs.1

crore to Rs.l00 crore and/or imprisonrnent up to a period of seven years.

The Bill is highly authoritarian and heavy-handed in tone and its whole emphasis

is on licensing, security vetting and penalising, and there is absolutely nothing

in it about facilitating access to and usage of geospatial information that is of

importance to the public, to business and for development in general. Contrast

this with the corresponding Chinese Act, which says in its Article 11: “Basic

surveying and mapping is a public welfare undertaking” (emphasis added).

This intent is completely absent in the Indian Bill.

      At a time and age when digital technology is ubiquitous and “geospatial

information” about any part of the world is available freely to any one with

Internet connectivity to download even on a mobile phone and such information

is increasingly becoming part of our daily lives (the next time you call a radio

taxi, re- member that it usesGPS-enabled device), the Bill defies logic.

 What does geospatial information or data mean? The phrase refers to data

that have a geographic component to them, that is, data that have geographic

information tagged to them, say in the form of coordinates, an address, a city
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name, or any other locational attribute. Geospatial technology refers to

technology  used to acquire, manipulate and  store such geographic information.

Such information can be provided in the form of (digital) maps, remote sensed

data, data gathered through the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS)

and geographically referenced satellite imagery.

 The geospatial information system (GIS), an industry that has grown rapidly

in the last couple of decades, is a computer-based system capable of

assembling, storing, manipulating and displaying different kinds of geo-

referenced information, and analysing the same to provide solutions for

decision-making in developmental and infrastructure projects, land use, urban

development, construction activities, water supply, irrigation, rural electricity

supply and highway development and providing public utility services, such

as communication networks, drainage systems, roads, public transport and

traffic regulation.

Geospatial data is also an important component of scientific research and

industrial activity relating to geological formations, landslips, tectonic studies,

mineral and oil explorations, and coastal and oceanographic studies. For such

applications, usually, large-scale topographic maps (1:50,000 and larger) are

needed. With the advent of the GIS, the demand for geospatial block in the

growth of this industry in India despite the country’s apparent strength in the

information technology sector and its fast-growing GIS community, both in

academia and in business.

     Following widespread criticism about the lack of an enabling environment

for the growth of GIS activity in the country, for the first time nine agencies

other than the SOl were identified (see an MoD order of July 13,1998) to
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engage with private agencies under memorandums of understanding to provide

access to restricted digital SOl data for work relating to specific government

projects on a “need to share” basis. But many companies found it too cum-

bersome and time-consuming to get registered, enter into an agreement and

finally get the required data after vetting by the MoD. They preferred not to

do any business with the government.  In any case, this system did not last

for long as technology was advancing rapidly.

    With the availability of GPS signals in the unscrambled mode, differential

GPS (dGPS) as it is called, in the public domain at the turn of the century, the

very paradigm of mapping and cartography changed. Agencies could create a

map at large enough scales using satellite imagery of appropriate resolution

combined with terrestrial coordinate determination using the GPS. The

American private remote-sensing satellite lKONOS, launched in January 2000,

began to openly sell imagery at 1 m resolution, which could be used to produce

maps at 1:10,000 scale.

   It may be noted that before lKONOS, the Indian Space Research

Organisation’s   (ISRO) IRS satellite was providing the highest-resolution

images in the world at 5.8 m resolution. lSRO evolved its Remote Sensing

Data Policy in 2001 (RSDP-2001), which allowed open access to all remote-

sensed data up to 5.8 m resolution and restricted access for government

agencies to data up to 1 m resolution. The SOl, unfortunately, did not exploit

these enabling provisions to produce maps in any systematic manner.

 However, such satellite imagery based maps began to be available on- line

from different agencies for a price, which the GIS community was beginning

to use. But there was a problem with this approach. To obtain the correct
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orientation of the map and depiction of relief(or elevation), these satellite images

had to be corrected for geometric distortion caused by the tilt of the satellite

relative to the data plane and their correct orientation had to be fixed on the

basis of ground truth. This geometric correction,known technically as or-

thorectification, requires appropriate digital elevation models (DEMs) and/or

positional data of what are called ground control points (GCPs) from existing

topographic maps at the required scale. But accurate GCP

data are held confidential by the SOI Even when restricted toposheets were

released for project-specific use, GCP data were not given.

           Moreover, the reference frame used for “geocoding” (defining the

coordinates of) the S0I maps is the datum called the Everest Ellipsoid, the

local ellipsoid that fits best the curvature of the spheroidal shape of the earth

in the Indian region. The centre of this ellipsoid does not, however, coincide

with the centre of the earth; it is removed by about a kilometre. In other

words, it is not a geocentric system but serves the purpose of geocoding of

maps of the region reasonably well, and thus the SOl toposheets are also

geocoded on Everest. Similarly, other countries have other datums that are

best suit- their regions of the world. So coordinates measured on one datum

would be shifted with respect to co- ordinates measured on any other.

GLOBAL REFERENCE FRAME

However, in the last decades of the 20th century, countries have begun to

adopt a global reference frame that does not change from country to country.

It is called the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS-84) and was evolved in

the United States. Although it is meant to fit the North American region better
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than the rest of the world, being geocentric,it has come to be used as the

global coordinate system. All satellite navigation and imagery, coordinate

measurements made using the GPS, and other similar aid used for the Global

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) are based on WGS-84. Thus, the positional

coordinates that are read off GPS instruments, which are on WGS-84, and

those on satellite- derived maps would be shifted relative to the corresponding

coordinates on an SOl map. Depending on the location, this shift could vary

from a few metres to even hundreds of metres when the two are compared.

  To go from one datum to another, one needs to use a set of transformation

parameters which are arrived at by knowing the coordinates of a large set of

GCPs across the country in both the datums. But such an exercise can be

undertaken only by a large agency such as the SOL And, indeed, the SOl had

undertaken this exercise by measuring the GPS-based coordinates of the set

of GCPs it used for its maps and evolved the transformation parameters for

the entire country. But these, too, have been held confidential by the SOl, thus

denying the GIS community the geospatial data it needed.

 Given the constraints arising from security considerations in accessing the

geospatial data of the Indian region from the SOl, in 2000 the DST mooted

the idea of creating a National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) to serve as a

single-window agency to meet the needs of all the stakeholders of geospatial

data, in particular the GIS community (Frontline, October 27, 2000). A task

force constituted to recommend the modalities of establishing such a unit,

inter alia, recommended that the SOI should come out with two series of

maps, one for the use of defence and security agencies and the other for

civilian use, with the latter being based on WGS-84. This recommendation

had the MoD’s approval (Frontline, August 26, 2005) and formed the basis
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of the NMP of  2005.

   Even as the SOI was engaged in this exercise from around 2000 onwards,

technology was advancing much too rapidly for the agency, whose Plan

budget then was around Rs.4 crore, to keep pace with. The dGPS receivers

were becoming more and more compact and could be car- ried around with

ease to measure coordinates in the region of interest. If all worldwide geospatial

data are migrated on to WGS-84, notwithstanding the significant error that

could be there in absolute positional accuracy of a particular location, the

relative accuracy, say in the distance between two points, can be made more

and more precise by repeated measurements of the coordinates of these two

points using dGPS receivers. And this made life extremely easy for a GIS

industry that was finding it tough to get any large-scale digital toposheet from

the  SOI  Moreover, imagery from satellites with sub- metre resolution capability

was becoming available openly, which could be used for scales larger than

1:10,000.

NATIONAL MAP POLICY

The stated objectives of the NMP are “To provide, maintain and allow access

and make available the National Topographic Database (NTDB) of the SOl

conforming to national standards” and “To promote the use of geospatial

knowledge and intelligence through partnerships and other mechanisms by all

sections of the society”. In accordance with the earlier decision, it also

enunciated the creation of two series of maps: (a) Defence series maps (DSMs),

which are (analogue and digital) topographic maps (on both Everest and WGS-

84) that will remain classified under the control of the MoD; and (b) open

series maps (OSMs), to support developmental activities in the country, which
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will be on WGS-84 only. OSMs (both in analogue and digital form) win have

no civil/military VAs and VPs shown and will be unrestricted” after a one-time

clearance from the MoD.

  The SOI has also issued guidelines on access by user agencies, dis-

semination/sharing of OSMs amongst user agencies with or without value

addition, publication (both in hard form and on the Web with or without GIS

database), and so on. While there have been criticisms of the NMP and the

guidelines as well -for example, the maps will have no contours/height

information and the requirement of registration of the user for larger than 1:1

million scale maps-it definitely marked an attitudinal change towards liberalising

access. “From the perspective of those who had written it, the government

was opening up; in fact, it was very consoling,” observed Manosi Lahiri, a

GIS expert and the CEO of ML Mapinfo, New Delhi. “I tried sev- eral times

to register but could not. Actually, it was not a map policy for India; it was a

map policy for the SOl. It was, like, safeguarding its own property,” she

added.

  But, more pertinently, even today the scale of the OSMs remains at 1:50,000,

which, while good enough for several applications, including city guides, is

just not good enough for GIS applications, she pointed out. “While 1:50K is

the basic, you need larger scales if you are cutting an irrigation channel or

building a check dam or a housing colony,” she said. But, according to DST

sources, the SOI  to date has been able to generate l:25K maps only for

about 40 per cent of the country’s area even though conversion of 60 per

cent (to WGS-84) has been completed. Today, for example, a typical front-

ranking Indian GIS company makes maps of scale up to 1:2,500 on the basis
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of freely available satellite imagery.

   Meanwhile, consistent with the provisions of the Remote Sensing Data

Policy of 2001, the National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA), a society

under the Department of Space (DOS), also began to generate maps using its

satellite imagery (of 5.8 m resolution), the SOI’s GCP data on Everest (available

to it as it is a government agency) and its own GPS measurements of the

same GCPs on WGS-84. As regards the security aspect, the NRSA obtained

shape files of VAs/VPs from the SOI and used them to remove VAs/VPs

from its maps.

According to ISRO sources, this led to some turf wars between the NRSA

and the SOI, with the latter questioning the legitimacy of the former to make

maps as the NRSA was not even a government department. This was one of

the reasons why the NRSA was made into a centre under ISRO in 2008. Now

the National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) generates maps consistent with

the updated RSDP-2011, which allows open availability of satellite data up to

1 m resolution. This translates to 1:25K topographic maps and l:lOK thematic

maps. While thematic maps are available to the public, topographic maps are

only for government use. Once Cartosat-3, with sub-metre resolution capability,

is launched, ISRO/the NRSC should be able to provide maps of 1:5,000

scale.

From the GIS community perspective, there were some issues with the

RSDP-2011 as well when it came to sourcing high-resolution satellite imagery

(of ISRO or others) from the NRSC. The policy mandates that all high-

resolution images (1 m and less) be acquired only through the NRSC and

after clearance by the High Resolution Image Clearance Committee (HRC).
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There were two problems with this: one, this could  not be enforced because

these images could be sourced online; and, two, the HRC took an inordinately

long time to approve requests for data. “You go to Dubai or Singapore and

you can get these at a much cheaper rate and without the hassles of the

HRC,” said a former NRSA official. “In fact, you can order them through

agents who have shops just next to the NRSC itself. Why would they come

to the NRSC at all?” he asked.

THEN CAME GOOGLE EARTH

It was around this time that Google Earth started to make its worldwide maps

available to anybody online. Sourcing geospatial data from multiple sources,

including satellites with sub-metre resolution imagery and crowdsourcing of

GCP data and ground truth information through open public campaigns such

as “Mapathon” and “Map Thy Neighbourhood”, Google Earth was providing

extremely detailed maps, with VAs and VPs, and these were far more

(FRONTLINE) accurate than the SOl’s largest scale topographic maps. Today,

the best resolution imagery and maps are available to the GIS community

from Google Earth. So why would anyone go to the SOl?

This was a big jolt to the Indian establishment, particularly the security agencies.

Of particular concern was the wrong depiction of the country’s international

boundaries by big geospatial portals such as Google. While this was a legitimate

concern, the Indian government could do nothing about it. According to a

source in the Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DEITY),

the government tried talking to Google, who basically said “nothing doing”.

Google would come down to using maps used by the United Nations, but
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even that was not acceptable because U.N. maps show the borders with China

and Pakistan as disputed. Moreover, all the data on India that Google generates

is located in some server in the U.S. because India is not able to provide

Google and the like the digital infrastructure to locate their servers (including

the Cloud) in the country, said the source.

   Google’s argument was, “You provide the correct map at the required

scale and we will use it.” But therein lies the rub. The SOI did not have data at

scales larger than 1:50Kor at best 1:25K when Google Earth was making

available maps at 1 :5,000 scale or even less. Also, from the security perspective,

it was a catch-22 situation; the SOI could obviously not provide Google

shape files like it did for the NRSA for it to remove the VAs/VPs from its

online imagery and maps. According to the DEITY source, Google was even

prepared to use the NRSC data, provided it had 20 cm resolution data, but

ISRO’s IRS system does not yet have that capability.

       One could ask how China was able to make Google listen to it. China had

got its act together by about 2002 or so. It could force Google on its terms

once it had all large-scale geospatial data on WGS-84, which it could ask

Google to use. The same were also available to all Chinese stakeholders, the

GIS industry in particular. The problem in India, thus, was the failure on the

part of the SOI to be able to widely disseminate security-vetted and updated

maps of sufficiently large scale (both analogue and digital) in time-2005 was

already too late with the correct international boundaries.

“The geospatial market should have been flooded,” said Manosi Lahiri,

“You tie yourself in knots by saying that I cannot distribute digital data. lf you
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just put the international boundaries acceptable to you in different scales,

including the ground scale, then it is easier for you to say to Google or whoever

that I am not going to accept anything else except this,” she said.

GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION POLICY

A reliable DST source said the department had proposed updating the SOI

infrastructure so that it would be able to generate 1:10,000 scale maps for the

entire country with support from ISRO/the NRSC, consistent with RSDP-

2011. The estimated cost of doing this was about Rs.1,800 crore and this was

included in the Twelfth Plan (2012-17) outlay of Rs.3,000 crore for a National

Geospatial Information System (NGIS). But, to date, the total budgeted outlay

for the SOI has been to the tune of Rs.1,300 crore (including a Plan component

of about Rs.150 crore) only.

          Following inter-ministerial discussions in 2010-11, the DST was entrusted

with the task of drawing up a policy document and a draft Bill. The DST was

not too keen on taking up the latter part but finally agreed to at a meeting of

the Committee of Secretaries in 2011. Around the same time, the DST gave

the National Institute of Advanced Studies (NlAS), Bengaluru, the responsibility

of preparing a report that could be the basis for inputs towards a geospatial

policy framework. The report, titled “Perspectives for a National GI Policy

(including a National GI Policy Draft)”, came out in November 2012. “The

DST was not in favour of a Bill on any matter that did not flow from a

coherent policy. Hence, the department was not in favour of a stand-alone

Geospatial Data Regulatory Bill,” the DST source said. “The DST wanted to

enunciate a sound and consistent policy towards public access to high-

resolution open series maps,” the source said. Following the NIAS report,
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the DST came out with a draft Bill called “Vetting Imageries and Geological

Information for Licensing (VIGIL)”. “But this did not seem acceptable to the

MHAand the MoD because, for some reason, nothing happened for three

years,” the DST source said.

          But events such as the Pathankot attack seem to have shaken the security

agencies, and they seem to have come out with the Bill in haste in an act of

desperation. “If INGIS, the policy (NGP-2016] and the Bill are made coherent

with each other and converted into a complementing support system, it would

be valuable. What we are seeing is that the Bill and the policy are being issued

at the same time, with the Bill outweighing defence considerations over the

use of geospatial products for developmental needs,” said the DST source.

But, according to a very reliable GiS industry source who works closely with

the defence establishment, the defence services themselves rely on external

agencies to generate large scale maps based on high-resolution satellite data.

Apparently, they share SOl’s topographic data with these agencies for

orthorectification purposes. If that indeed is true, then the Bill is highly

hypocritical.

DIVERGENCE OF VIEWS

This divergence of views on geospatial data is now patently evident, with the

DST espousing a more liberal policy and the M HA and MoD taking a hardened

position as reflected in the released draft. The DST’s perspective, in fact,

was reflected in its National Data Sharing and Access Policy of 2012 itself-

which called for all government departments to categorise the respective data

holdings into a “negative list” and an “open access list” so that the latter

could be made available freely to all-and in NGP-2016 as well. In the Bill,
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three basic issues have been clubbed together, and its impact on each one

needs to be discussed separately: (a) Depiction of the international boundary

of India; (b) the internal security of the country in terms of protecting YAs

and VPs from external threats; and (c) geospatial information of a non sensitive

nature that the general user  community needs.

As Manosi Lahiri said, the first has nothing to do with  geospatial information.

It is a political decision. “There are disputed areas on the borders. But that’s

not my business as a user. So many countries have disputed boundaries.

What we believe is our territory must be correctly shown, And that has

nothing to do with the second either, which is internal security. So why penalise

the user?”

       Major General R. Sivakumar, the former CEO of the NSDI, said, wrong

depictions of territorial boundaries of the country can be dealt with under

Sections 397/401and 482 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, and Section

2(2) of the Criminal Law Amendment (Amending) Act, 1990, which stipulates

a penalty of imprisonment up to six months. But it has never been imposed,

though many a time such cases are reported both in printed maps and on the

Web. “The government has been debating these issues for over a decade and

felt that a deterrent punishment would ensure compliance.  However, the present

draft Bill makes all actions relating to locational information illegal unless vetted,”

said Sivakumar.

GOVERNMENT FRUSTRATION

       The security part is really a reflection of the frustration the government

feels for not being able to control the level of detail that is being seen all over
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the world. “Whatever rules it makes apply to India and its citizens. So, in

other words, the government is doing exactly the same thing as it has always

done: Holding back information from its own people at our institutions,

including security institutions that will not see these VAs/VP’s. While we

don’t know what these VAs/VPs are, which probably are constantly changing,

the same can be seen by anybody overseas. But I have to admit that it is a

difficult situation for the security agencies,” said Manosi Lahiri.

“The global opening of mapping at the micro level and making it available

to everyone for free has had a lot of impact on defence and security agencies.

But much of it could probably have been prevented if you had kept pace

with technology and acted in time. The security probably is already

compromised because the VAs and VI’s are visible to anyone overseas

downloading a high resolution image from some satellite, not neccssarilv

Google.” said a former ISRO official,

  As regards the geospatial Part (C), the conundrums concerning the

GIS community have already been discussed above. In particular, what

happens to usage of geospatial information by researchers and students in

academia? Purely from the heavy penal provisions of the Bill, one can say

that it appears to be aimed at someone like Google, but the innocent millions

routinely using geospatial information that is freely available to everyone

around the world could end up becoming the unintended targets .

“If the chief provision of the Bill is accepted, acquisition of data through

satellites even for innocent purposes like using Google maps in cars may

become illegal,” said B.K. Srivastava, a former General Manager of Survey

and Cartography of the Airports Authority of India and now an aviation

consultant. More pertinently, Srivastava, who uses geospatial information
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to provide aviation safety solutions, pointed out that the Bill’s provision

would make acquisition of satellite data through GPS/GPS, etl’” for the

safety of aircraft operations illegal and this would be detrimental to aircraft

safety.

    Realistically speaking, therefore, from the three perspectives of terri-

torial integrity, internal security and dissemination of geospatial information,

the Bill, as it stands, is not implementable. But, given the jingoistic outlook

of the ruling party’s parliamentarians, the Bill may become an Act tomorrow.

       As a GIS observer put it: “The irony of it would be extreme when, as we

move towards ‘Digital India’, some innocent and honest Indian using a

smartphone GIS app would be caught by the local police and hauled up

because somebody down there interpreted the Act and determined that the

person was a violator of the Geospatial Information Regulation Act. But one

only hopes that pragmatism and wisdom prevail and the inconsistencies

between the policy, the Bill and the NGIS are addressed convincingly and a

realistic balance is struck between security considerations and geospatial

information needs for development.”

                                                                                 FRONTLINE

                                                                                                    22 JULY 2016
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Through three prisms

SHIV VISVANATHAN

Essays that examine the idea of nationalism through the lens of

politics, law and culture, opening the floor to wider debate

      I am one of those readers who thinks of a publishing company as a living

entity, a huge commons of ideas that cooks new books and serves them up

in interesting ways. Harper Perennial recently published UR Ananthamurthi’s

moving last testimony, From Hindutva to Hind Swaraj, a manifesto

explaining why he could not stay in a Modi-dominated India. Aleph has now

come up with On Nationalism, a triptych of essays, each delightfully different,

each articulating a world view that needs to be treasured and protected. The

three critique nationalism, in terms of politics, law. and culture. As you read

A Review of the Book ‘On Nationalism’ by Romila Thapar,

A.G.Noorani and Sadanand Menon

&&&&&
BOOK REVIEW
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the feisty arguments,  they show you how citizenship and scholarship can be

fun. On Nationalism is the cleansing of a concept that has been muddled

too long.

Begin any way you like. I began with the third essay by Sadanand Menon.

He reads nationalism with a photographic eye as visuality, language and

performance, contending its gaze has been distorted. He emphasizes the need

for new metaphors to define new ways of looking and living. Menon plays

white with delightful anecdote, a story I would love to steal. It is a crowded

conference at ICCR where George Lechner, the head of the Goethe Institute

is introducing celebrated choreographer Pina Bausch. Lechner begins by asking

Bausch to concede the Germanness of her work. The dancer denies it, blowing

smoke rings of protest. At the third prompting, Pina retorts; “George, had I

been a bird, would you have called me a German bird?”

       Menon reflects on the relationship between culture and nationalism, citing

Gora and Tagore’s essays to note that the poet always treated nationalism as

an evil. For Tagore, humanity made more sense than the corset called ‘nation

state’. For Menon, the virus, both real and imaginary, is cultural nationalism.

He warns that in India today, cultural nationalism masquerading as a public

good is displacing .the real issues before the country. Menon shows that when

imaginary homelands become real, the nightmare called nationalism begins.

History and scientific proof can do little to contain  emotional charge of this

irrational world.
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      At the core of this devastation is the collective RSS mind, obsessed with

cleansing history of the hybrid and the syncretic. Cultural purism like racial

purism is an act of cleansing national identity into an imaginary sense of

authenticity. Using Reich and the Frankfurt School, Menon puts the RSS on

the couch of history and finds an obsessive-compulsive attempt to sanitise

the past, terrorise the present, and threaten the future.

      Oddly, Menon’s narrative breaks down as he reaches the present, becoming

more ideological and less pluralist; his narrative machismo losing out to the

gentler storytelling of a U.R.Ananthamoorthy.  URA never demonises Savarkar

or the RSS but shows how categories create self-fulfilling realities. There is a

pluralism here that Menon’s work lacks, its force becoming its weakness. His

is a critique of the RSS without self-reflectiveness, and by the time he moves

to JNU, he is on weaker ground. The recent events at the university showed

solidarity between teacher and student, emphasised the role of university in

civil society,  but there was a touch of narcissisfm. The JNU debates did not

add anything new to the understanding of nationalism. A Gandhi or a Tagore

still sounds fresh and immediate in a way the Andersons do not. One wishes

Menon had listened to his old friends, the chemist, C.V.Sheshadri, and URA

more. Their modesty was not softness, yet their understanding of science and

the nation has a resilience that the Left critique still needs to develop.
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 The second essay in the book is a long one by Ghafoor Noorani, a brilliant

populariser of legal controversies, outlining both the career of concepts and

their fate in the legislature and the law courts, Noorani seeks to interrogate the

idea of sedition, a colonial invention.

           In fact, if one reads the essays of the historian Dharampal, one discovers

that the right to secession and sedition were a part of tradition, and villagers

often abandoned an arbitrary king.

         Noorani follows the fate of the concept from colonial to modern times

and outlines its irony. Most of our great nationalist leaders from Tilak to Gandhi

were subject to chargers of sedition and developed what Noorani calls “a

deep loathing for the concept” How did it become the jewel in the crown for

the BJP regime?

       Noorani explains that when the drafting committee of the constituent

assembly began work, K.M. Munshi demanded that the term be deleted. He

argued that the essence of democracy is criticism of the government.

Accordingly, the revised draft constitution of 1949 “omitted sedition by a

deliberate considered decision”. By 1951, sedition was constructed more affably

as a “reasonable restriction on the right to speech in the interest of the security

of the state, and in the interests of maintaining friendly relations with foreign

states.”

    In Romila Thapar vs State of Madras,  Justice Patanjali Shastri ruled that

criticism of the government or exciting disaffection is not sedition. NooraniIn

Romila Thapar vs State of Madras,  Justice patanjali Shastri ruled that criticism
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the government or exciting disaffection is not sedition. Noorani says,  in sheer

delight, that “it is no function of the court to recycle statutory garbage”.

However, in 1962, the court in Kedar Nath Singh vs. State of Bihar did just

that, with an argument so illiterate, says Noorani, that “an undergraduate whose

essay on sedition contained blemishes such as these would earn a deserved

reprimand.”

          Today, sedition has become colonialism’s most disabling gift to a free

nation. Noorani’s essay is a superb fable on the obtuseness of law when it

fails to be a self-correcting system.

           The book is anchored by the first essay, a careful survey of the concept

of nationalism and its foibles by Romila Thapar. The language is low-key, the

essay grounded in footnotes, the caveats providing a perfect display of the

rules and rituals of scholarship.

         Thapar has been a lifelong teacher dedicated not just to the idea of a

secular democracy but to the ideal of a plural university. She explains that one

needs complete freedom of expression when discussing not just the kind of

nation one wants but the university we dream of.

      Nation-building for her is not separate from university-building. The

turbulence of the university is part of  the nation and to suppress one is to

emasculate the other. Scholarship becomes necessarily anti-national when every

act of dissent is read as sedition. One only wishes that Thapar had explored
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the contradictions of a secular history and a secular democracy, she black-

boxes the terms when she could have been more open to the critique around

them.

         As a whole, the book’s power and passion are impressive. Yet, one

senses that it is a prelude because a lot is left unsaid. For instance, Thapar

talks of interdisciplinarity and yet there is little exploration of the history of

science in the history of nationalism. The relationship between science and

nationalism in India is a playful one; Indian nationalism invented the ideas of a

post- German science and a post-industrial society. The encounter between

religion and science was more pluralistic than the current relationship of religion

and state.

        In fact, one of the shortcomings of the JNU department of history is

that it is illiterate about the history of science, which is critical to the debates it

is dealing with today. This moment of contestation might be an appropriate

time for JNU to correct this anomaly and explore issues the present regime is

wooden or ignorant about. But may be that is the power of the book. It

becomes an invitation to new debates,  reconstructing concepts critical to the

future of our society.

Shiv Visvanathon is a professor in the faculty of law at Jindal Global

University
The Hindu

3 July, 2016
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Resume of Business -

Eighth session of the Sixteenth Lok Sabha

The Eighth Session of the Sixteenth Lok Sabha commenced on 25 April 2016 and

concluded on 11 May 2016. In all, the House held 13 sittings spread over 93 hours

and 45 minutes.

As you are aware, the Budget (Railways) for the year 2016-2017 was presented

to the House by the Minister of Railways, Shri Suresh Prabhu, on 25 February 2016,

and the Budget (General) for the year 2016-2017 was presented on 29 February 2016

by the Minister of Finance, Shri Arun Jaitley. The Vote on Account (Railways) and the

Vote on Account in case of the General Budget was approved by Lok Sabha on 9 and

14 March, 2016, respectively. The subsequent stage of budgetary process was set

in motion in the Eighth Session.

During the Session, the Demands for Grants (Railways) for 2016-17 were

discussed on 26 April 2016. The discussion lasted 4 hours and 44 minutes. A total of

248 cut motions were admitted and circulated, out of which 232 cut motions were

moved and negatived. The Demands for Grants (Railways) for 2016-17 were voted in

full the same day and the relevant Appropriation Bill was passed.

The Demands for Grants in respect of the following Ministries were discussed

and voted in full: (i) Ministry of Development of North Eastern Region, on 27 April

2016; (ii) Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship, on 28 April 2016;

(iii) Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, on 29 April and 2 May 2016;

(iv) Ministry of Civil Aviation and Ministry of Tourism (discussed together), on 2 and

3 May 2016; and (v) Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation, on 3 May

2016.

Five cut motions were moved in respect of the Demands for Grants relating to

the Ministry of Development of North Eastern Region; two each in respect of the

Demands for Grants relating to the Ministry of Skill Development and

Entrepreneurship, the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, and the Ministry

of Civil Aviation; twenty-seven in respect of the Demands for Grants relating to the

Ministry of Tourism; and seventeen in respect of the Demands for Grants relating to
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the Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation. All the cut motions were

negatived.

All the other outstanding Demands for Grants in respect of the Budget

(General) for 2016-2017 pertaining to the remaining Ministries were submitted to

the vote of the House and voted in full on 3 May 2016 and the relevant

Appropriation Bill was passed.

Later, after a detailed discussion on 4 and 5 May, the Finance Bill, 2016 was

passed by the House on 5 May.

The Budget in respect of the State of Uttarakhand for the year 2016-17, was

presented to Lok Sabha by the Minister of Finance, Shri Arun Jaitley, on 9 May 2016.

The Demands for Grants on Account (Uttarakhand) for 2016-17 were discussed and

voted in full the same day. Thereafter, the relevant Appropriation Bill was passed.

On 5 May 2016, Shri Jagdambika Pal, member, initiated a discussion under

Rule 193 on the situation arising out of drought and drinking water crisis in many

States and the need to consider inter-linking of rivers and water resource management

for sustainable solution to mitigate the crisis. The discussion continued on 11 May.

In all, 101 members took part in the discussion which concluded with the reply of the

Minister of Agriculture, Shri Radha Mohan Singh.

On 6 May 2016, Shri Anurag Singh Thakur called the attention of the Minister

of Defence regarding the recent disclosure by the Court of Appeals, Milan, Italy, on

alleged irregularities in the Agusta Westland Helicopter deal, 2013. In response, the

Minister of Defence, Shri Manohar Parrikar, made a statement and replied to the

clarifications sought by the members.

Members also raised issues of urgent public importance by way of

submissions on: (i) the reported attempts to destabilize elected State Governments

thereby undermining the Constitution; (ii) the fire cracker accident in a temple in

Kollam, Kerala; (iii) the problems faced by tobacco farmers in Karnataka and Andhra

Pradesh; (iv) the situation arising due to the order of Hon’ble Supreme Court relating

to Medical Entrance Test in the country; (v) the need for Central Government
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intervention to stop forest fire raging in Uttarakhand and other parts of northern India;

(vi) the problem faced by onion growers of Rajasthan, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh

despite a bumper crop; and (vii) the reported assault and murder of a dalit law student

at Perumbavoor near Cochin, Kerala.

As many as 23 Statements were made by the Ministers under Rule 372. These

included the statement made by the Minister of Finance on behalf of the Minister of

External Affairs regarding the order of the Arbitral Tribunal on the Law of the Sea

concerning the dispute between India and Italy on the Enrica Lexie incident and the

statement by the Minister of Road Transport and Highways and Minister of Shipping

regarding the successful organisation of the Maritime India Summit 2016 at Mumbai.

During the Session, 260 Starred Questions were listed, out of which 76 Questions

were answered orally. Written replies to the remaining Starred Questions along with

answers to 2,990 Unstarred Questions were laid on the Table.

Members made use of Rule 377 to raise 236 matters, mostly pertaining to their

constituencies. Further, 371 matters of urgent public importance were raised by the

members after the Question Hour and after completion of formal business of the

House by sitting late in the evenings. During the Session, two petitions were presented

in the House.

In all, 55 reports of the Departmentally-related Standing Committees were

presented to the House during the Eighth Session.

Coming to the legislative business, four Government Bills were introduced in

the House and two Bills as passed by Rajya Sabha were laid on the Table. Ten Bills

were passed by the House during the Session, including the Compensatory Afforestation

Fund Bill, 2016; the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016, as reported by Joint

Committee; and the Anti Hijacking Bill, 2016, as passed by Rajya Sabha.

The Compensatory Afforestation Fund Bill, 2016 sought to provide for the

establishment of funds under the public accounts of India and the public accounts of

each State and crediting thereto the monies received from the user agencies towards

compensatory afforestation, additional compensatory afforestation, penal

compensatory afforestation, net present value and all other amounts recovered from

such agencies under the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980; and constitution of National
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Authority and State Authorities for administration of the funds and to utilise the monies

so collected for undertaking artificial regeneration (plantations), assisted natural

regeneration, protection of forests, forest related infrastructure development, Green

India Programme, wildlife protection and other related activities.

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 sought to consolidate and amend

the laws relating to reorganisation and insolvency resolution of corporate persons,

partnership firms and individuals in a time bound manner for maximisation of value of

assets of such persons, to promote entrepreneurship, availability of credit and balance

the interests of all the stakeholders, including alteration in the order of priority of

payment of Government dues, and to establish an Insolvency and Bankruptcy Fund.

The Anti-Hijacking Bill, 2016 sought to give effect to the provisions of the

Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft and the Protocol

Supplementary to the Convention.

On the last day of the Session, on 11 May, the Finance Minister Shri Arun Jaitley,

moved a motion for appointment of a Joint Committee of both the Houses with regard

to the Enforcement of Security Interest and Recovery of Debts Laws and Miscellaneous

Provisions (Amendment) Bill, 2016. The motion was adopted by the House.

As far as Private Members’ Business is concerned, 33 Bills were introduced

during the Session. The Rights of Transgender Persons Bill, 2014, as passed by

Rajya Sabha, had been moved by Shri Baijayant ‘Jay’ Panda on 26 February 2016 and

discussed on 11 March during the Seventh Session. The Bill was further taken up on

29 April 2016, and remained part-discussed.

As regards Private Members’ Resolutions, the Resolution urging the Government

to take steps to ensure the welfare of Employees Provident Fund Pensioners, moved

by Shri N.K. Premachandran on 11 December 2015, was taken up on 6 May 2016 and

remained part-discussed.

During the Session, the Hon’ble Speaker, Smt. Sumitra Mahajan, made references

to the passing away of Sarvashri Birbal, Lal Muni Choubey, Ananda Gajapathi Poosapati

Raju, Balraj Madhok, Rana Bahadur Singh, Dr. C. Silvera, Dr. Amrit Lal Bharti and

Shrimati Chandra Prabha Urs, all former members.

References were made in the House on: (i) terrorist attack in Brussels on

22 March 2016; (ii) loss of lives of more than 600 persons due to earthquake in
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Ecuador on 16 April 2016; (iii) reported loss of lives of about lOO persons due to

earthquakes in Japan; (iv) killing of 7 CRPF personnel in a terrorist attack in the

Dantewada region, Chhattisgarh, on 30 March 2016; (v) reported loss of lives of 27

persons and injuries to 80 persons during collapse of a part of under-construction

flyover in Kolkata on 31 March 2016; (vi) reported loss of lives of 112 persons and

injuries to several others due to explosion of fire crackers in a temple in Kollam,

Kerala, on 10 April 2016; (vii) reported loss of lives of 30 persons, including a child,

and injuries to 8 others due to fall of a bus into a gorge in Deogarh district, Odisha, on

17 April 2016; (viii) reported loss of lives of 19 persons in a landslide in Tawang

district, Arunachal Pradesh, on 23 April 2016; and (ix) death of 10 persons and injuries

to 150 others due to thunderstorm followed by heavy rains in Simhastha Kumbh, Ujjain,

Madhya Pradesh, on 5 May 2016.

The Hon’ble Speaker also made reference regarding the successful launch of the

India Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS-l G) through the Polar Satellite

Launch Vehicle (PSLV-C33) from Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh, on 28 April 2016 and

congratulated the Scientists and Technologists of the Indian Space Research

Organisation.

A Parliamentary Delegation led by His Excellency Mr. Mikhail Myasnikovich

Chairman of the Council of the Republic of the National Assembly of the Republic of

Belarus, graced the Special Box ofLok Sabha on 11 May. Welcoming the distinguished

guests, the Hon’ ble Speaker extended the greetings of the House to the Parliament,

the Government and the friendly people of the Republic of Belarus, and wished them

a happy and fruitful stay in India.

As in the past, functions were held under the auspices of the Indian Parliamentary

Group (lPG) to mark the birth anniversaries of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar (14 April); Pt.

Motilal Nehru (6 May); Gurudev Rabindranath Tagore (9 May); and Swatantryaveer

Vinayak Damodar Savarkar (28 May) in the Central Hall of Parliament House where

the portraits of these illustrious leaders are put up. The Hon’ble Speaker joined Union

Ministers, members of Parliament and other dignitaries in paying floral tributes to

the leaders on these occasions. Besides, a function was held in the Central Hall of

Parliament on the birth anniversary of the former Speaker of Lok Sabha Dr. Neelam

Sanjiva Reddy (19 May). Booklets containing the profile of these leaders, brought

out in Hindi and English by the Lok Sabha Secretariat, were distributed to the dignitaries

present on the occasion.
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The Speaker’s Research Initiative conducted a two-day Workshop on 4 and

5 May 2016 on three inter-linked subjects, viz. (i) Drought and related agrarian

issues; (ii) Drinking water management - problems and issues; and (iii) Interlinking

of rivers for water management for the benefit of the members of Parliament.

Inaugurating the Workshop, the Hon’ble Speaker emphasized that parliamentarians

need to work together to overcome the drought-like situation in several parts of the

country. Nearly 100 members of Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha attended the Workshop

on both days. Domain experts shared their rich, varied and grassroots experiences

during the Workshop.

The Bureau of Parliamentary Studies and Training continued to organise various

Courses and Programmes during the period.

A Familiarization Programme on Parliamentary Practices and Procedures for

media persons accredited to the Legislative Assemblies of Goa, Gujarat and

Maharashtra was organized by the Bureau which was attended by 70 participants. The

Hon’ble Speaker Smt. Sumitra Mahajan addressed the media persons at the Valedictory

function of the programme.

Five Appreciation Courses in Parliamentary Process and Procedures for the

Probationers of all India and Central Services and for middle and senior level officials

of the Government of India were organised by the Bureau. In all, 121 participants

attended these Courses. In addition, one Appreciation Course in Parliamentary

Processes and Procedures was organized for the Faculties of Universities and Colleges

in the country which was attended by 114 participants. The Bureau also organised a

Training Course in Parliamentary Processes and Procedures for the Students of Tata

Institute of Social Sciences, Hyderabad, which was attended by 29 students.

The Bureau organised three International Study Visits for the benefit of 73

participants. Besides, sixteen Study Visits were organised for educational and other

institutions from within the country covering 670 participants.

On the concluding day of the Session, the Hon’ble Speaker, in her Valedictory

Address, said that in the recent past this was the first Lok Sabha Session in which the

House was not adjourned even for a single minute due to interruptions. Further, the

House had sat late for 15 hours and 46 minutes to transact urgent Government Business.
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The Eighth Session of the Sixteenth Lok Sabha was adjourned sine die on 11 May

2016 after the playing of the National Song. The President of India prorogued the

House on 19 May 2016.
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                group     (IPG)  to mark  the birth  anniversaries 0f

Dr.B.R.Ambedkar (14 April); Pt. Motilal   Nehru (6th may); Guru Dev

Rabindranath Tagore (9 May);  and Swatantryaveer vinayak Damodar Savarkar

(28 May) in the Central Hall of Parliament House where the portraits of these
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Five Appreciation Courses in Parliamentary Process and Procedures for the

Probationers of all India and Central Services and for middle and senior level officials

ofthe Government of India were organised by the Bureau. In all, 121 participants

attended these Courses.  In addition, one Appreciation Course in parlaimentary

Processes and Procedures was organized for the Faclties of Universities and Colleges

in the country which was attended by 114 participants.  The Bureau also organised a

Training Course in Parliamentary Processes and Procedures for the Students of Tata

Institute of Social Sciences, Hyderabad, which was attended by 29 students.

illustrious leaders are put up. The Hon’ble Speaker joined Union Ministers,

members of Parliament and other dignitaries in paying floral tributes to the leaders

on these occasions. Besides, a function was held in the Central Hall of Parliament on

the birth anniversary of the former Speaker of Lok Sabha Dr. Neelam Sanjiva Reddy

(19 May). Booklets containing the profile of these leaders, brought out in Hindi and

English by the Lok Sabha Secretariat, were distributed to the dignitaries present on

the occasion. The Speaker’s Research Initiative conducted a two-day Workshop on 4

and 5 May 2016 on three inter-linked subjects, viz. (i) Drought and related agrarian

issues; (ii) Drinking water management - problems and issues; and (iii) Interlinking

of rivers for water management for the benefit of the members of Parliament.

Inaugurating the Workshop, the Hon’ble Speaker emphasized that parliamentarians

need to work together to overcome the drought-like situation in several parts of the

country. Nearly 100 members of Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha attended the Workshop

on both days. Domain experts shared their rich, varied and grassroots experiences

during the Workshop.

    The Bureau of Parliamentary Studies and Training continued to organise various

Courses and Programmes during the period.

    A Familiarization Programme on Parliamentary Practices and Procedures for

  media persons accredited to the Legislative Assemblies of Goa, Gujarat and

Maharashtra was organized by the Bureau which was attended by 70 participants. The

Hon’ble Speaker Smt. Sumitra Mahajan addressed the media persons at the Valedictory

function of the programme.
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The Bureau organised three International Study Visits for the benefit of 73

participants. Besides, sixteen Study Visits were organised for educational and other

institutions from within the country covering 670 participants.

On the concluding day of the Session, the Hon’ble Speaker, in her Valedictory

Address, said that in the recent past this was the first Lok Sabha Session in which the

House was not adjourned even for a single minute due to interruptions. Further, the

House had sat late for 15 hours and 46 minutes to transact urgent Government

Business.

The Eighth Session of the Sixteenth Lok Sabha was adjourned sine die on 11

May 2016 after the playing of the National Song. The President of India prorogued

the House on 19 May 2016.
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